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Report of the Governor's
Bipartisan Reapportionment
Commission, January 15, 1965
In this Report the Commission proposes a plan for reapportionment of both houses of the state legislature,
and a constitutionalamendment to provide a system for
periodic reapportionment of the legislature after each
decennial census. In the course of its deliberations (as
recorded in the minutes of its meeting of January 9,
1965) the Commission made it clear that it did not
regard reapportionment as a panacea. It recommended
that the legislaturestudy (1) the advisability of annual,
rather than biennial, legislative sessions; (2) the possibility of four, rather than two, year terms for members
of the House of Representatives and (3) a reduction
in the size of the legislature. The Commission also recommended that salariesof legislatorsshould be increased
to 4000 dollars per year and, in the event of annual sessions, to 5000 dollarsper year, with adequate reimbursement for travel and living expenses. Even then, the
Commission did not purport to deal with all the items
that properly belong on the agenda of legislative reform.

A.

STATUTORY PLAN FOR REDISTRICTING
MINNESOTA'S LEGISLATIVE DISTRICTS*
BACKGROUND AND SUmHRY

The five-member Committee on Statutory Reapportionment
was directed by the full Commission to follow several criteria in
drawing a plan according to the 1960 census. These standards
were as follows:
1. The main guide should be equality of population among
legislative districts throughout the entire state.
2. The size of Senate and House should be based upon existing
statutory provisions, namely 67 members for the Senate, 135
members for the House.
*This Plan was adopted unanimously by the Commission on January 9,
1965.
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3. County and other civil subdivision boundaries should be
observed insofar as practicable.
4. In no instance should the population of any legislative district exceed a deviation of 20% (or a difference between largest
and smallest districts of 1.5 to 1).
In applying these criteria, the five-member committee on
statutory reapportionment (Peter S. Popovich, Chairman; Charles
Backstrom; Archie Baumann; Chris Erickson; Mrs. L. G. Murray) set up the following working guidelines:
1. The average Senate district should contain 50,953 persons;
20% deviations ranged between 40,763 and 61,143. The average
House district should contain 25,288 persons; deviations ranged
from 20,230 to 30,345.
2. Senatorial districts were established first and the House
districts drawn therein, as provided by the state constitution.
3. All districts were made contiguous; also, as compact as
possible, considering civil division boundaries; such natural geographic characteristics as terrain, rivers, and highways; and communities of interest.
4. Where county lines were crossed, factors indicating a community of interest were followed: trade areas (as contained in the
September, 1963, Upper Midwest Economic Study by Borchert
and Adams: Trade Centers and Trade Areas), social, geographic,
economic, etc.
5. Where existing legislative districts fell within the acceptable population deviations, an attempt was made to maintain
these district lines.
6. For ease of comparison with the present apportionment,
listrict numbers were maintained where applicable; and the numDers of eliminated districts were moved to newly created districts.
The courts have tested reapportionment plans by two means:
(a) the extremes of deviation among districts; (b) the percentage
of the population which could theoretically elect a majority of
the legislature.
Applying these two tests to the plan which follows, we find
the following:
(a) The ratio of the largest (57, Anoka) to the smallest (1,
Fillmore-Houston) Senate districts is 1.51 to 1. However, the
courts allow underrepresentation in one house, where balanced
by overrepresentation in the other. Thus, ignoring Senate District
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57 (because it contains three House seats), the ratio of the next
largest district (12, Scott-LeSueur-Nicollet) to the smallest becomes 1.46 to 1.
The ratio of the largest House seat (13b, Dakota) to the smallest seat (57a, Anoka) is 1.67 to 1. Ignoring the two smallest districts (57a and 57b, Anoka), because they are in the three-member
Senate district and substituting the next smallest district (19,
Houston), the ratio becomes 1.51 to 1.
(b) The percentage which could elect a majority of members
to the House is 45.77; to the Senate, 47.12.
The attached tabulation and maps give details of the plan.
The following points of summary and explanation may be noted:
1. Because the House requires 135 members (1 more than
2 x 67), 8 House members were given to District 57 '(AnokaHennepin), putting this Senate district at the highest eid of the
deviation permitted. While 2 of the House districts may appear
below the deviation permitted, it is to be noted that the 1964
population of proposed District 57a is 23,178, and 57b is 29,236,
well within the deviations. In addition, the district is divided by
the Mississippi River, with access by Highway 100. Complete
municipalities are included in each district, although technically
it would be possible to add a portion of Brooklyn Center to districts a and b lying across the river. Anoka County, based on
the 1960 population, is entitled to 1.69 Senators. By creation of
Districts 51 and 57 it thus gets a full Senator and a portion of
another Senator (shared with Hennepin County). Under the 1960
population, Hennepin County is entitled to 16.54 Senators; thus,
this apportionment gives it the proportion of a Senator'it is entitled to.
2. In addition, Hennepin County receives 3 new Senate seats
and 7 House seats.
3. Dakota County gains additional Senate and House representation, by sharing a Senator and Representative with Rice
County while retaining its present Senate and 2 House seats. Rice
gains 1/2 House seat in the process as well.
4. Ramsey County under present law has 7 Senators and 14
Representatives. Based upon the 1960 population, it would be
entitled to 8.3 Senators and 16.7 Representatives. One Senator
and 2 Representatives were added to Ramsey County, in its north
suburban area, for a total of 8 Senators and 16 Representatives.
5. Actually 51/2 Senate and 14 House seats were transferred
from declining to the following more populous areas:
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Anoka
Hennepin
Ramsey
Dakota

Senate
Y2
3%
1
Y2
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House
2
7
2
-

Dakota and Rice

-

1

Rochester
Polk

-

1
1

ToTAL
5%
14
6. Areas from which legislators were transferred:
a. Wabasha, 1 Senator.
b. Rice, 2 Senator (to Dakota).
c. Dodge and rural Olmsted, 1 (to Rochester).
d. Renville, Meeker, Sibley, and Nicollet Counties: from
2 Senators and 4 Representatives to 1 Senator and 9
Representatives.
e. Cottonwood, Watonwan and Jackson: 8 to 2 Representatives.
f. Rock, Murray, Nobles: 3 to 2 Representatives.
g. Lincoln, Lyon, Pipestone: 8 to 2 Representatives.
h. Big Stone, Lac qui Parle, Chippewa, Yellow Medicine:
4 to 2 Representatives and 2 to 1 Senators.
i. Pope, Swift: 2 to 1 Representatives.
j. Norman, Malmomen, Clearwater: 2 to 1 Representatives.
k. Marshall, Pennington: 2 to 1 Representatives (to Polk).
1. Kittson, Roseau: 2 to 1 Representatives.
m. Hubbard, Wadena: 2 to 1 Representatives.
n. Mille Lacs, Sherburne: 2 to 1 Representatives.
o. Wright, Sherburne, Mille Lacs: 2 to 1 Senators.
p. Becker, Norman, Mahnomen, Clearwater: 2 to 1
Senators.
7. Contests result between the following legislators:
A. Senate

1. Langley - Dunlap
2. Kroehler - Holmquist

3. Child - Benson
4. Larson, N. - Wals
5. Swenson - Mitchell

B. House
1. Klaus - Kucera
2. Falkenhagen - Schumann, A.
3. Anderson, H. R. - Johnson, C. A.
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4. Schafer - Berke
5. Hegstrom - Esau
6. Nelson, L. - Erickson, W.
7. Crain - Long
8. Waxnke - Grussing
9. Barr - Peterson, H.
10. McGowan - Peterson, J. H.
11. Dunn - Blomquist
12. Everson - Johnson, H.
13. Christianson - Lee
14. Fitzsimons - Skaar
15. Johnson, V. - Battles
16. Wright, F. G. - Humphrey - White

Thus it appears that 10 out of 67 Senators and 33 out of 135
Representatives will be actually involved in election contests
among incumbents. It is noted, however, that there are 14 new
House seats and 5 new Senate seats where no incumbent now
resides.
8. NOTE: Summarizing the plan, the range of deviations is
as follows:
Senate
House
Districts falling within 5% deviation
80
39
19
43
Districts falling between 5% and 10%
Subtotal
49
89
Districts falling between 10% and 15%
8
24
Subtotal
57
106
Districts falling between 15% and 20%
9
25
Subtotal
66
131
Districts over 20%
1
4
ToTAL
67
135
While it appears that 1 Senate and 4 House seats slightly exceed
the 90% deviation, 2 of the House seats are in a 8-member legislative district to compensate for under-representation in the Senate
in that district (57). Thus, the only deviation is in District 1 in
the Senate and one of its component House seats (1, FillmoreHouston).

B.

SuGGESTED LEGISLATIVE DIsTIcTs
(For ease in comparing old districts with location of new districts, the committee retained old district numbers where applicable, and the numbers of the districts eliminated were moved to
the areas where new districts were created.)
FINAL
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Number

Description

Population
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Percent Legislator

1

40,356
79.2 Larson
Fillmore and Houston
Counties
79.4 Duxbury
la Houston County and 20,083
that part of Fillmore
County consisting of the
Townships of Amherst,
Preble, Canton, Newburg; and Villages of
Canton and Mabel
80.2 Hall
lb Remainder of Fillmore 20,273
County
NOTE: Because of the location of this district in the
corner of a state bounded by two other states, this is the
only instance of a minor exception to the 20% maximum
deviation rule. [Ed. This note ignores the construction of
district 57 which has 3 representatives in the House to
compensate for under-representation in the Senate.]

2

40,937
80.3 Laufenburger
Winona County
9a City of Winona minus 20,695
81.8 Theis
Ward 1
2b Rural Winona County 20,242
80.0 McLeod
and Ward 1
NOTE: The exact population of Ward I is estimated,
but a portion of the city must be included with the rural
area to attempt equality.

3

Wabasha and Goodhue 50,042
Counties
Sa Wabasha County and 22,703
that part of Goodhue
County consisting of the
Townships of Minneola,
Zumbrota, Roscoe and
Pine Island; and the Villages of Zumbrota and
Pine Island
sb That part of Goodhue 27,39
County not included in
District 3a

4

That part of Olmsted 52,015
County consisting of the

89.8

Langley,
Dunlap
Howatt

108.1

Voxland

102.1

Krieger

98.2
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Townships of Haverhill,
Cascade, Rochester, and
Marion, and the City of
Rochester
NOTE: Since splitting this district would involve splitting the City of Rochester and the committee did not
have information on which to base this split, it would
appear that a multiple House district might be preferable.
Quirin,
new seat
5

6

Mower County
5a City of Austin
5b Remainder of
County

Mower

48,498
27,908
20,590

95.2 Holand
110.4 McMillan
81.4 Sathre

99.1
That part of Ramsey 50,475
County consisting of the
Township of White Bear;
City of White Bear
Lake; Villages of Gem
Lake, Vadnais Heights,
Little Canada, North
Oaks, Shoreview, Arden
Hills, Mounds View,
Ne w Brighton; and
parts of the Villages of
St. Anthony, Blaine,
and Spring Lake Park
6a That part of Ramsey 96,103 103.2
County consisting of the
Township of White Bear;
City of White Bear
Lake; Villages of Gem
Lake, Vadnais Heights,
Little Canada, and
North Oaks
96.4
6b That part of District 6 24,372
not included in 6a
NOTE: Formerly Goodhue County, this
ber has been assigned to Ramsey County.

new seat

Newcome

Ashbach
district num-
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District
Number

Description

7

Rice County and that
part of Dakota County
not included in District
13
7a Rice County except
Townships of Northfield
and Bridgewater; Villages of Dundas and
Dennison; City of
Northfield
7b That part of District 7
not included in 7a
8
Steele, Dodge and that
part of Olmsted County
not included in District

Population
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Percent Legislator

58,366

114.5 Sundet

28,127

111.2 new seat

30,239

119.6

51,805

Klaus,
Kucera
101.7 Nelson

4
8a Dodge County and that 26,776
part of Olmsted County
not included in District

105.9 Falkenhagen,
Schumann

4
8b Steele County
Waseca an d Freeborn
9
Counties
9a That part of Freeborn
County consisting of the
Townships of Alden,
Pickerel Lake, Nunda,
Albert L e a, Freeman,
Shell Rock, Oakland,
London, Mansfield, and
Hayward; Villages of
Conger, Hayward, Emmons, Glenville, Alden,
Myrtle, and Twin Lakes;
City of Albert Lea
9b Waseca County and
that part of Freeborn
County not included in
9a

25,029
53,982

99.0 Hartle
105.8 Hanson

28,361

112.2 Overgaard

25,571

101.1

Searle
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Number
10
10a
lob
11

11a
lb
12a

12a

19b

is
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Description
Martin and Faribault
Counties
Faribault County
Martin County
Blue Earth County and
that part of Nicollet
County consisting of the
City of North Mankato
City of Mankato and
North Mankato
Blue Earth County, except City of Mankato
Scott County and that
Counties and Nicollet
County except North
Mankato
Scott County, and that
part of LeSueur County
consisting of the Townships o f Lanesburgh,
Derrynane, Tyrone,
Sharon, and Ottawa;
Village of Heidelberg;
Cities of LeSueur and
New Prague
Nicollet County, except
North Mankato, and
that part of LeSueur
County not included in
12a

375

Population

Percent Legislator

50,671

99.4 Anderson

23,685
26,986
50,312

93.7 Erdabl
106.7 Scott
98.7 Imm

Anderson,
Johnson
81.4 Schulz

29,724 117.5
20,588
29,359

116.0 McGuire

29,359

116.1

Morlock

29,795

117.5

Krenik

That part of Dakota 58,925
County consisting of the
Townships of Inver
Grove, Eagan, Lebanon,
Rosemount, and Lakeville; Villages of Inver
Grove, Sunfish Lake, Lilydale, Mendota, Mendota Heights, Burns -

115.6

Thuet
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District
Number

Description

Population

ville, Rosemount, and
Lakeville; Cities of
South St. Paul and West
St. Paul
13a Inver Grove Township; 28,679
Villages of Inver Grove
and Sunfish Lake; City
of South St. Paul
13b That part of District 13 30,246
not included in 13a
14

Carver and McLeod
Counties
14a Carver County
14b McLeod County
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Percent Legislator

113.4

Pavlak

119.6

new seat

45,759

89.8 Popp

21,358
24,401

84.5 Jopp
96.5 Jungelaus

15

That part of Hennepin 43,310
85.0 new seat
County consisting of the
City of St. Louis Park
15a That part of the City 20,829
82.4 Jacobsen
of St. Louis Park lying
north of Minnetonka
Boulevard
15b That part of St. Louis 22,481
88.9 new seat
Park not included in 15a
NOTE: This district number, formerly Sibley and Nicollet Counties, has been as signed to Hennepin County

16

Meeker, Renville and 58,364
Sibley Counties.
16a Sibley County and that 29,930
part of Renville County
not included in 16b
16b Meeker Co un ty and 28,424
that part of Renville
County consisting of
Townships of Kingman,
B i r d Island, Melville,
Osceola, Preston Lake,
Boon Lake, Brookfield,
and Hector; Villages of
Olivia, Bird Island, Buffalo Lake, and Hector

114.5
118.4
112.4

Holmquist,
Kroehler
Mueller
Schafer,
Berke
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19

20

21
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Population

Percent Legislator

Brown an d Redwood
Counties
17a Brown County
17b Redwood County

49,394

96.9

Zwach

27,676
21,718

109.4
85.9

Stone
Dirlam

Watonwan, Jackson, and
Cottonwood Counties
18a Watonwan County and
that part of Cottonwood
County consisting of
Townships of Mountain
Lake, Midway, Selma,
Lakeside, Carson, and
Delton; Villages of Bingham Lake and Mountain Lake; City of Windom
18b Jackson County and
that part of Cottonwood
County not included in
18a

46,127

90.5 Franz

23,319

92.2 Hegstrom,
Esau

22,808

90.2

Mann

Nobles, Murray, an d 49,972
Rock Counties
23,365
19a Nobles County
19b Murray and Rock Coun- 96,607
ties

98.1

Olson

92.4

Mitchell

District
Number
17

REAPPORTIONMENT
Description

105.2 Nelson,
Erickson

Lincoln, Lyon, and Pipe- 45,911
stone Counties
22,655
20a Lyon County
20b Lincoln and Pipestone 23,256
Counties

90.1

Josefson

89.6
92.0

Fischer
Crain,
Long

Isanti, Pine, and Chi- 43,953
sago Counties
21a Isanti County and that 22,075
part of Chisago County
not included in 21b
21b Pine County and that 21,878
part of Chisago County
consisting of the Townships of Rushseba, Nes-

86.3 Nelson
87.3 Becklin
86.5

Gimpl
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Percent Legislator

sel, Fish Lake, Sunrise,
and Amador; Villages of
Rush City and Harris
22
Big Stone, Lac qui Parle,
Yellow Medicine, a nd
Chippewa Counties
29a Yellow Medicine County and Chippewa County not included in 29b
99b Big Stone and Lac qui
Parle Counties and that
part of Chippewa County consisting of the
Townships of Kragero,
Big Ben d, Tunsberg,
Mandt, Rosewood,
Grace, Havelock, Louriston, Crate, Woods, and
Lone Tree; Villages of
Milan and Watson
23
Kandiyohi, Swift, and
Pope Counties
23a Kandiyohi County
93b Pope and Swift Counties

29,987
26,850

24

48,948

118.6 Gustafson
106.2 McGowan,
Peterson
96.1 Lofvegren

21,313
97,635

84.3 Engelbrecht
109.3 Iverson

Douglas, Grant, Stevens, and Traverse Counties
24a Douglas County
24b Grant, Stevens, and
Traverse Counties
25
That part of Hennepin
County consisting of the
Village of Richfield and
Fort Snelling area
25a That part of Richfield
lying east of a line composed of Lyndale Ave-

54,127 106.2 Benson,
Child
26,635

105.3 Warnke,
Grussing

27,492

108.7 Barr,
Peterson

56,837 111.5 Knudsen

43,421

85.2 new seat

29,100

87.4 new seat
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Percent Legislator

nue, West 66th Street,
and 2nd Avenue South
84.3 Kirchner
25b That part of District 25 21,321
not included in 25a
NOTE: Formerly Douglas and Pope, the number of
this district has been assigned to Hennepin County
26
Stearns County except 52,905 103.8 Harren
City of St. Cloud
26a That part of Stearns 28,693 113.5 Brinkman
County consisting of
Townships of Holding,
Brockway, LeSauk, St.
Wendel, Avon, Farming,
Collegeville, St. Joseph,
St. Cloud, St. Augusta,
Lynden, Fair Haven,
Maine Prairie, R o c k ville, Wakefield, Luxemburg, Eden Lake, and
Munson; Villages of
Holdingford, St. Stephen, Sartell, Avon, Pleasant Lake, St. Joseph,
Waite Park, Kimball,
Rockville, Cold Spring,
and Richmond
95.7 DuBois
26b Western part of Stearns 24,212
County not included in
District 26a
94.0 Hughes
27
Those parts of Stearns 47,893
and Sherburne Counties
consisting of the City of
St. Cloud, and Benton
County
27a That part of Stearns 24,440
96.6 Mahowald
County consisting of the
City of St. Cloud, minus
Ward 1, Precinct 1
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27b That part of District 27 23,453 92.7 Schumann
not included in 97a
NOTE: The exact population of Ward 1, Precinct 1
is estimated.
28
Wright, Sherburne (ex- 54,190 106.4 Swenson,
Mitchell
cept St. Cloud), an d
Mille Lacs Counties
29,935 118.4 Jude
28a Wright County
28b That part of District 28 24,255 95.9 Dunn,
Blomquist
not included in 28a
29
That part of Hennepin 41,122 80.7 new seat
County consisting of the
Townships of Champlin,
D a y t o n, and Hassan;
Villages of Plymouth,
New Hope, Medina, Loretto, Maple Plain, Independence, Minnetrista,
St. Bonifacius, Rockford, Greenfield, Medicine Lake, Brooklyn
Park, Osseo, Champlin,
Maple Grove, Dayton,
Corcoran, Rogers, and
Hanover
29a Villages of New Hope, 20,863 82.5 Yngve
Plymouth, Medicine
Lake, Medina, Loretto,
Greenfield, Rockford,
Independence, M a pIe
Plain, Minnetrista, and
St. Bonifacius
80.1 new seat
29b That part of District 29 20,259
not included in 29a
NOTE: Former District 29, composed of Wright County, has been assigned to Hennepin County.
That part of Hennepin 55,923 108.4 Parish
30
County consisting of the
Village of Golden Val-
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ley; Cities of Crystal
and Robbinsdale
30a City of Golden Valley 28,337 112.1 Frenzel
and that part of City
of Robbinsdale east of
Highway 100
30b City of Crystal and that 26,886 106.3 new seat
part of City of Robbinsdale west of Highway
100
31
That part of Hennepin 52,223 102.5 McKnight
County consisting of
Villages of Mound,

Spring Park, Orono,

31a
31b
32
32a

3b
33

33a

Long Lake, Tonka Bay,
Greenwood, Excelsior,
Shorewood, Deephaven,
Woodland, Wayzata,
and Minnetonka; City
of Minnetonka Beach
Minnetonka Village
That part of District 31
not included in 31a
That part of Hennepin
County consisting of the
City of Bloomington
That part of Bloomington lying east of the
MN&S RR tracks and
Interstate Highway 35W
That part of Bloomington not included in 39a
That part of the County
of Hennepin consisting
of the Villages of Edina,
Eden Prairie, and Morningside; City of Hopkins
Hopkins, Morningside,
and that part of Edina

25,037
27,186

99.0 new seat
107.5 Adams

50,498

99.1 Blatz

24,063

95.2 new seat

26,435 104.5

Graw

45,085

88.5 Bergerud

21,989

87.0 new seat
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north of U.S. Highway
169 and west of 50th
Street
33b Balance of Edina not in- 23,096 91.3 Bang
cluded in 33a and all of
Eden Prairie
NOTE: District 15 (St. Louis Park), District 25 (Richfield), and District 57c (Brooklyn Center) are also Hennepin County districts.
34

That part of City of 55,285 108.5 Hansen
Minneapolis bounded by
the Mississippi River, E.
24th Street, Hiawatha
Avenue, E. 28th Street,
21st Avenue S., E. 35th
Street, 28th Avenue S.,
and south city limit
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
27,643 109.3 Volstad,
Enebo

35

That part of City of 55,709 109.3 Popham
Minneapolis bounded by
E. 62nd Street, 28th
Avenue S., E. 35th
Street, Portland Avenue,
E. 42nd Street, and Nicollet Avenue
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
27,855 110.1 Schwarzkopf,
Flakne

36

That part of City of 53,387
Minneapolis bounded by
E. Lake of the Isles
Boulevard, Franklin
Avenue, Aldrich Avenue, W. 24th Street,
Portland Avenue, 42nd
Street, Lyndale Avenue,

104.8 McCarty
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38

39

383
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W. 36th Street and E.
Calhoun Boulevard
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
26,694 105.6 Anderson,
new seat
That part of City of 53,805 105.6 Ogdahl
Minneapolis bounded by
W. 62nd Street, Nicollet
Avenue, W. 42nd Street,
Lyndale Avenue, W.
36th Street, E. Calhoun
Boulevard, W. Lak e
Street, and the west city
limit
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
26,903 106.4 French,
Anderson
That part of the City 54,228 106.4 Wright
of Minneapolis beginning at the west city
limit and bounded by
Oak Park Avenue, 11th
Avenue N., 5th Street
N., 10th Avenue N., Mississippi River, Portland
Avenue, 24th Street, Aldrich Avenue, Franklin
Avenue, E. Lake of the
Isles Blvd., W. Lake
Street, and west city
limit
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
27,114 107.2 Wright,
White,
Humphrey
That part of the City 52,551 103.1 Mosier
of Minneapolis beginning at west city limit,

384
District
Number
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bounded by Oak Park
Avenue, James Avenue,
11th Avenue N., Emerson Avenue, 45th Avenue N., and Bryant Avenue to north city limit
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
26,276 103.9 Latz,
Gearty
40

That part of City of 54,993 107.9 Kalina
Minneapolis beginning
at north city limit and
bounded by Bryant
Avenue, 4 5 t h Avenue
N., Emerson Avenue,
11th Avenue, 5th Street
N., 10 th Avenue N.,
Mississippi River , E.
Hennepin Avenue, Harrison Stree t, Central
Avenue N.E. to north
city limit
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
27,497 108.7 Tomczyk,
Fudro

41

That part of the City 55,450 108.8 Adams
of Minneapolis beginning at the north city
limit and bounded by
Central Avenue, Harrison Street, E. Hennepin
Avenue, Mississippi River, and the east city limit; Village of St. Anthony
(part)
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
27,725 109.6 Skeate,
Smaby
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That part of City of 52,208 102.5 Davies
Minneapolis bounded by
Mississippi River, Portland Avenue, E. 35th
Street, 21st Avenue S.,
E. 28th Street, Hiawatha
Avenue, E. 24th Street
to Mississippi River
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
26,104 103.2 Adams,
Sabo
43
That part of Ramsey 58,800 115.4 Allen
County beginning at the
west county line and
bounded by University
Avenue, Hamline Avenue to Great Northern
R R tracks, Lexington
Parkway, NP RR
tracks, Como Boulevard, Victoria Street to
north city limit; Villages
of Lauderdale, Falcon
Heights, and Roseville
48a That part of the City 28,876 114.2 Anderson
of St. Paul included in
District 43, and the Village of Lauderdale
48b Villages of Falcon 29,924 118.3 new seat
Heights and Roseville
44
That part of the City 53,150 104.3 Parks
of St. Paul bounded by
Mississippi River, Snelling Avenue, Selby Avenue, Hamline Avenue,
University Avenue, and
west city limit
44a That part of City of St. 25,486 100.8 Johnson
Paul bounded by Mississippi River, Snelling
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Number
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lation

Avenue, and Stanford
Avenue
44b That part of District 44 97,664
not included in 44a
45

46

That part of City of St. 50,603
Paul bounded by Minnesota and Mississippi
Rivers, Western A v e nue, Pleasant Avenue,
Oakland Avenue, Grand
Avenue, D a 1e Street,
Carroll Avenue, Lexington Parkway, Marshall
Avenue, Hamline Avenue, Selby Avenue, Snelling Avenue to Minnesota River
45a That part of District 45 23,619
bounded by Minnesota
and Mississippi Rivers,
Western Avenue, Pleasant Avenue, St. Clair
Avenue, Snelling A v e nue to Minnesota River
45b That part of District 45 26,984
not included in 45a
That part of City of St. 52,310
Paul bounded by south
c it y limit, Mississippi
River, NP RR tracks,
CStPM&O RR tracks,
GN RR tracks, Rice
Street, University Avenu e, Western Avenue,
Carroll Avenue, Dale
Street, Grand Avenue,
Oakland Avenue, Pleasant Avenue, Western
Avenue, Mississippi River to south city limit

Percent

109.4
99.3

[Vol. 49:367
Legislator

Christensen
Coleman

93.4 Wozniak

106.7

O'Brien

102.7

Grittner

1964]

District
Number

REAPPORTIONMENT
Description

Population

46a That part of District 46 26,314
bounded by south city
limit, Mississippi River,
Eagle Street, W. Kellogg
Boulevard, Irvine Aven u e , Western Avenue,
Mississippi R i v e r to
south city limit
46b That part of District 46 25,996
not included in 46a
47

48

887

Percent Legislator
104.1 Beedle

102.8 Richie

That part of City of St. 53,504 105.0 Novak
Paul beginning at north
city limit, and bounded
by North Victoria
Street, Como Boulevard,
NP RR tracks, Lexington Parkway, GN RR
tracks, Hamline Ave nue, Marshall Avenue,
Lexington P ark w a y,
Carroll Avenue, Western Avenue, University
Avenue, R i c e Street,
GN RR tracks, Mississippi Street to north city
limit
47a That part of District 47 26,261 103.8 Podgorski
not included in 47b
47b That part of District 47 27,243 107.7 Prifrel
lying north of GN RR
tracks
That part of City of St. 50,012
Paul beginning at north
city limit and bounded
by NP RR tracks, Johnson Parkway, E. Minnehaha Avenue, McKnight
Road; Villages of Maplewood and North St. Paul

98.2 Westin
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District
Number

Description

Population

48a That part of District 48 22,973
lying within the City of
St. Paul
48b Villages of Maplewood 97,039
and North St. Paul
49

50

51

That part of City of St.
Paul bounded by Mississippi River, south county line, McKnight Road,
E. Minnehaha Avenue,
Johnson Parkway, NP
RR tracks, north city
limit, Mississippi Street,
GN RR tracks, CStPM&O RR tracks, NP
RR tracks to Mississippi
River
49a That part of District 49
not included in 49b
49b That part of District 49
north of GN and CStPM&O RR tracks, and
NP RR tracks
NOTE: District 6 is also

[Vol. 49:867

Percent Legislator
90.8

Lindahl

106.9 new seat

53,671

105.3 Anderson

28,006

110.7 Sommerdorf

25,665 101.5 Farmer

in Ramsey County.

Washington County
52,432 102.9 Salmore
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
26,216 103.7 O'Dea,
Albertson
Anoka County not in- 49,419 97.0
cluded in District 57
51a East Anoka County not 23,926
94.6
included in Districts 57
or 51b
51b Cities of Anoka and 25,493 100.8
Coon Rapids
NOTE: Remainder of Anoka County
District 57.

new seat
Nordin
Burchett
is included in
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District
Number
52
52a
52b
53
58a

53b

REAPPORTIONMENT
Description
Car 1ton, Aitkin, and
Kanabec Counties
Carlton County
Aitkin and Kanabee
Counties
Morrison and Crow
Wing Counties
Morrison County and
that part of Crow Wing
County consisting of
Townships of Fort Ripley, St. Mathias, Daggett Brook, Platte Lake,
Roosevelt, Garrison, and
Maple Grove; Villages
of Garrison and Fort
Ripley
That part of Crow Wing
County not included in
53a

Population

Percent Legislator

49,101

96.4

Hanson

27,932 110.5 Carlson
21,169 83.7 Nurminen
58,775

115.4 Rosenmeier

28,916

114.3 Gerling

29,859

118.1

Todd, Hubbard, an d 45,280
Wadena Counties
23,119
54a Todd County
54b Wadena and Hubbard 22,161
Counties
48,960
55
Otter Tail County
NOTE: Two Representa tives are
trict to run at large.
24,480
54

56

889

Wilkin and Clay Coun- 49,730
ties
56a That part of Clay 26,449
County consisting of the
Townships of Moorhead
and Oakport, Village of
Dilworth; City of Moorhead

Halsted

88.9- Heuer
91.4 Hinman
87.6 Everson,
Johnson
96.1 Ukkelberg
assigned to this dis96.8 Dunn,
Henning
97.6 Dosland
104.6 Sillers
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District
Number

Description

Population

56b Wilkin County and that 23,281
part of Clay County not
included in District 56a

[Vol. 49:367

Percent Legislator
92.1

Nelson

57*

That part of An ok a 60,853 119.4 Hoium
County consisting of
Cities of Columbia
Heights and Fridley;
Villages of Hilltop and
Spring Lake Paxk (part);
and that part of Hennepin County consisting of
Village of Brooklyn Center
57a Columbia Heights and 18,140 71.7 new seat
Hilltop
57b Fridley and Spring Lake 18,357 72.6 new seat
Park
57c Brooklyn Center
24,356
96.3 Slattengren
NOTE: Formerly Becker and Hubbard Counties, this
district number has been assigned to Hennepin-Anoka.

58

Itasca and Cass Coun- 54,726
ties
58a Itasca C o u n t y except 28,811
that part included in
58b
58b Cass and that part of 25,915
Itasca lying west of a
line between ranges 25
and 26 to include Townships of Nore, Ardenhurst, Grattan, Pomroy,
Liberty, Bigfork, Stokes,
Wirt, Kinghurst, A 1v wood, Mo o s e Park,
Third River, Good
Hope, Max, Sand
Lake, Lake Jessie, Marcell, Bowstring, Otenea-

107.4 Patterson
118.9

Frick

102.5 Renner

*See explanation given p. 369 supra, paragraph preceding part (b).
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Percent Legislator

gen, Morse, Deer River,
Bass Brook, and Spang;
Villages of Effie, Squaw
Lake, Bigf ork, Deer
River, Zemple, and Cohasse t; Unorganized
Territory known as precincts of Fairview, Grave
Lake, Deer Lake, Bass
Lake, Wellers - McCor-

mick, Sugar Lake, Ball
Club, Inger, and Winnibigoshish
NOTE: Proportion of population of Unorganized Territory in each represenative district is estimated.
59

51,990 102.0 LaBrosse
County consisting of
Townships of A r r o w head, Culver, Stone y
Brook, Brevator, Industrial, N e w Independence, Northland, C ot ton, Ellsburg, Grand
Lake, Solway, Herman,
Midwa y; Villages of
Brookston and Proctor;
that part of the City of
Duluth approximately
west of Leonard Street,
Teak Avenue extended,
Piedmont Avenue, 21st
Avenue W. to Bay (Precincts 47 through 75);
Unorganized Territory
known as Precincts 5316, 56-16, 56-17
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
25,995 102.8 Grussendorf,
Swanstrom
That part of St. Louis

392

District
Number
60
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Percent Legislator

That part of St. Louis 49,917
98.0 Wanvick
County consisting of
Townships of Colvin,
Fredenberg, Gnesen, Canosia, Rice Lake; that
part of the City of Dul u t h approximately
bounded by city limit,
Howard Gnesen Road,
Anoka Street, Alden
Avenu e, Fairmount
Street extended, Junction Avenue, 19th Avenue E., Superior Street,
18th Avenue E. to lake
and 21st Avenue W.,
Piedmont Avenue,
Leonard Street to city
limit (Precincts 9 and
14-46); Unorganized
Territory known as Precincts 54-13, 14 and 15
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
24,958 98.7 Rappana,
Gustafson
61
Cook and Lake Coun- 47,138
92.5 Higgins
ties and that part of St.
Louis County including
Townships of Fairbanks,
Ault, Alden, Normanna,
Duluth, and Lakewood;
that part of City of
Duluth not included in
Districts 59 or 60 (Precincts 1 through 8, and
10 through 13)
61a That portion of District 20,876
80.6 House
61 not included in the
City of Duluth
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District
Number

REAPPORTIONMENT
Description

Population

61b Precincts 1 through 8 26,762
and 10 through 13 of
the City of Duluth
62

393

Percent Legislator
105.8 France

That part of St. Louis 50,29
98.6 Vukelich
County consisting of
Townships of Mors e,
Breitung, Kugler, Vermilion Lake, Sandy,
Pike, Embarrass, Waasa, Wouri, White, Bassett, Biwabik, Missabe
Mountain, and Fayal;
Cities of Biwabik, Eveleth, Gilbert, Virginia,
Tower; Villages of Babbitt, Winton, Ely, Hoyt
Lakes, Aurora, McKinley, Franklin, Leonidas;
Unorganized Territory
known as Precincts 57-16, 63-17, 64-17, 62-17,
and 67-17
NOTE: Two Representatives are assigned to this district to run at large.
25,114 99.3 Cina,
Fugina
63
That part of St. Louis 49,893 96.9 Perpich
County not included in
Districts 59 through 62
NOTE: Two Representatives axe assigned to this district to run at large.
97.7 Fena,
24,696
Rutter
64
Beltrami, Lake of the 45,919
90.1 McKee
Woods, and Koochiching Counties
64a Beltrami County
23,425 92.6 Dickinson
64b Koochiching and Lake 22,494
89.0 Anderson
of the Woods Counties
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District
Number
65

66

67

Description

Becker, Norman, Mahnomen, and Clearwater
Counties
65a Becker County
65b Norman, Mahnomen,
and Clearwater Counties

Population

Percent Legislator

50,417

98.9

23,959
26,458

Polk and Red Lake 42,012
Counties
66a Red Lake County and 20,817
that part of Polk County not included in 66b
66b That part of Polk Coun- 21,195
ty consisting of Townships of Higdem, Sandsville, F a r 1 e y , Brislet,
Helgeland, Esther,
Northland, Tabor, Angus, Brandt, Grand
Forks, Sullivan, K e y stone, Euclid, Belgium,
Huntsville, Rhinehart,
Nesbit, Fanny, Parnell,
Bygland, Fisher, Lowell,
and Crookston; Village
of Fisher; Cities of East
Grand Forks and
Crookston
Marshall, Pennington,
Kittson, and Roseau
Counties
67a Marshall and Pennington Counties
67b Kittson and Roseau
Counties

[Vol. 49:367

47,927
26,730
20,497

Larson,
Walz

94.7 DeGroat
104.6 Christianson,
Lee
82.5

Maruska

82.3

new seat

83.8

Wilder

92.7

Sinclair

105.7 Fitzsimons,
Skaar
81.1 Johnson,
Battles

1964]
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*For a detail map of split counties see p. 446 infra.
-

Courtesy of Minneapolis Tribune
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RECOMMENDED CONSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURE FOR
PERIODIC REAPPORTIONMENT
I.

NEE FOR

CONSTITUTIONAL

PRovISIONs

FOR

PERIODIC REAP-

PORTIONMENT

On December 3, 1964, a three-judge federal district court held
that the existing apportionment of both houses of the Minnesota
legislature violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment of the United States Constitution, as interpreted by
the Supreme Court of the United States. It thus reaffirmed for
Minnesota the principle that equal numbers of people are entitled
to equal representation in the state legislature. This principle has
been embodied in the Minnesota Constitution since the founding
of our State. Article IV, Section 2 of our state constitution provides that the "representation in both houses shall be apportioned
equally throughout the different sections of the State, in proportion to the population thereof."
Clearly, the state should effectuate this principle of representation and make it unnecessary for the federal courts to intervene
in the political affairs of the state. Furthermore, it is desirable
to minimize the participation of the state courts in these
political matters so as not to risk jeopardizing the trust and confidence reposed in the courts when they perform their ordinary
judicial functions.
The constitutional procedure for periodic reapportionment
which we recommend will accomplish both these objectives. Our
proposal accepts the view expressed by Chief Justice Warren in
Reynolds v. Sims2 that "legislative reapportionment is primarily
a matter for legislative consideration and determination." In devising the recommended procedure, the Commission studied the
existing procedures for reapportionment in all the states of the
Union. These procedures are summarized in Appendix B to this
report.
1. Honsey v. Donovan, No. 4-64-Civ. 169 (D. Minn. 1964). The existing
apportionment is provided for in Laws 1959, Ex. Sess., ch. 45, M.S.A. §§ 2.02
to 2.715, inclusive.
For the principal Supreme Court opinions, see Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S.
533 (1964); WMCA, Inc. v. Lomenzo, 377 U.S. 633 (1964); Maryland Committee for Fair Representation v. Tawes, 377 U.S. 656 (1964); Davis v. Mann,
377 U.S. 678 (1964); Roman v. Sincock, 377 U.S. 695 (1964); Lucas v. Colorado
General Assembly, 877 U.S. 713 (1964). See generally Auerbach, The Reapportionment Cases: One Person, One Vote -One Vote, One Value, 1964 Supreme
Court Review 1.
2. 377 U.S. 533, 586 (1964).
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COMPARISON BETWEEN EXISTING AND RECOMMENDED PROVISIONS or ARTICLE IV, SECTIONS 1, 2, 28, AND 24 OF THE
MINNESOTA CONSTITUTION

NOTE - Matter proposed to be repealed is crossed out in the
column setting forth the existing constitutional provisions. Matter proposed to be added is italicized in the column setting forth
the recommended constitutional provisions.
EXISTING PROVISIONS
Composition of Legislature;
terms of members- sessions.
Section 1. The legislature shall
consist of the Senate and House
of Representatives. The senate
shall be composed of members
elected for a term of four years
and the house of representatives
shall be composed of members
elected for a term of two years
by the qualified voters at the
general election.

RECOMMENDED PROVISIONS
Composition of legislature;

length of terms and length of

sessions. Section 1. The legislature shall consist of the Senate
and House of Representatives.
The senate shall be composed
of members elected for a term
of four years and the house of
representatives shall be composed of members elected for
a term of two years by the
qualified voters at the general
election. Representatives shall
be elected at the general election held in each even numbered year. Senators shall next
be chosen. at the general election held in the year one thousand nine hundred seventy
(1970) and at the general election every four years thereafter.
The legislature shall meet at
The legislature shall meet at
the seat of government in regu- the seat of government in regular session in each odd num- lar session in each odd numbered year at the time pre- bered year at the time prescribed by law for a term not scribed by law for a term not
exceeding 120 legislative days; exceeding one hundred twenty
and no new bill shall be intro- (120) legislative days; and no
duced in either branch, except new bill shall be introduced in
on the written request of the either branch, except on the
*This part of the official Report, containing the recommended amendments to Article IV, sections 1, 2, 2s & 24 of the Minnesota Constitution, has
been replaced by Appendix A to that Report, which compares the existing
with the recommended provisions of those sections.
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Governor, during the last 30 written request of the Governor, during the last thirty (30)
days of such sessions.
A special session of the legis- days of such sessions.
A special session of the legislature may be called as otherwise provided by this constitu- lature may be called as othertion. As amended Nov. 6, 1062. wise provided by this constitution.
Apportionment of members.
Number and apportionment
Sec. 2. The number of members of members. Section 2. Number
who compose the Senate and of members. (a) The number
House of Representatives shall of members who compose the
be prescribed by law, but the Senate shall be prescribed by
rpr ntatin in the Senat
law, but shall not exceed sixtyshall never exeecd ene. mcmbzr seven (67). The number of
for every 5,000 inhabitants, ant members, who compose the
in the Hoeuse of Representative~ House of Representatives shall
one member for every 2,000 be prescribed by law, but shall
inhbians.The representation not exceed one hundred thirtyin both houses shall be appor- five (185).
Apportionment of members.
tioned equally throughout the
different sections of the state, (b) The representation in both
in proportion to the population houses shall be apportioned
thereof. As amended Nov. , equally throughout the differ496+.
ent sections of the state, in proportion to the population thereof.
Census enumeration; apporCensus enumeration; apportionment. Sec. 93. The legisla- tionment and districting. Secture shall have the power to tion 23. Census enumeration.
provide by law for an enumera- (a) The legislature shall have
tion of the inhabitants of this the power to provide by law
State,-and also have the power for an enumeration of the inat their &istsession after eaei
habitants of this State.
enumeration of the inhabiat
Apportionment and districtof t-bis state made by the att ing. (b) The legislature shall
thorty of the United Statet, to also have the power to prescribe
prescribe the bounds of con- by law the bounds of senatorial
gressional; senatorial and repre- and representative districts, and
sentative districts, and to ap- to apportion anew the senators
portion anew the senators and and representatives among the
representatives among the sev- several districts according to
EXISTING PROVISIONS
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eral districts according to the the provisions of this section
provisions of section second of and section two (2) of this
this article. As amended Nov. article.

Senatorial districts; term of
office of senators and representatives. Sec. 24. The senators
shall also be chosen by single
districts of convenient contiguous territory, at the same time
that members of the house of
representatives are required to
be chosen, and in the same
manner; and no representative
district shall be divided in the
formation of a senate district.
The senate districts shall be
numbered in a regular series.

Congressional districting.
(c) The legislature shall also
have the power to prescribe by
law the bounds of congressional
districts.Congressionaldistricts
shall contain as nearly as practicable an equal number of inhabitants.
Districtingrequirements.(d)
Each congressional, senatorial
and representativedistrict shall
be convenient, contiguous and
as compact as possible. The entire state shall be divided into
as many separate congressional
districts as there are congressmen and into as many separate
senatorial districts as there are
senators. The congressionaldistricts shall be separately numbered in a regular series and
the senatorialdistricts shall be
separately numbered in a regular series.
Procedurefor periodic reapportionment and redistricting.
Section 24. Frequency and time
of legislature'saction. (a) After
each decennial census taken by
the authority of the United
States, but in no event later
than June 1 of the year of the
first regular session of the legislature which has available to it
the official population count of
the state and its political subdivisions, the legislature shall
by law apportionanew the sena-
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The terms of office of senators
and representatives shall be the
same as now prescribed by law
until the general election of the
year one thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight (1878),
at which time there shall be an
entire new election of all senators and representatives. Representatives chosen at such elections, or at any election thereafter, shall hold their office for
the term of two years. except
it be to fill a vacancy: and the
senators chosen at such election
by districts designated as odd
numbers shall go out of office
at the expiration of the second
year, and senators chosen by
districts designated by even
numbers shall go out of office
at the expiration of the fourth
year; and thereafter senators shall be chosen for four
years: except there shall be an
entire new election of all the
senators at the election of representatives n e x t succeeding

each new apportionment provided for in this article. As
amended, Nov. 6. 1877.

RECOMENDED
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tors and representatives among
the several districts and by law
prescribe anew the bounds of
congressional districts. If the
legislature elects not to district
or apportion anew, it shall by
law reenact the existing districting and apportionment.
Judicial review of legislature's action. (b) Within thirty
(30) days after the legislature
by law has enacted a new districting or apportionmentor reenacted the existing districting
and apportionment, any qualifled voter may petition the
state Supreme Court to review
the legislature'saction. The Supreme Court shall have original
jurisdiction to review such action, exclusive of all other
courts of this State.
If a petition for review is
filed, the state Supreme Court
shall determine whether the
legislature's action complies
with the requirements of this
constitution and the United
States Constitution.If the state
Supreme Court determines that
the legislature'saction complies
w i t h constitutional requirements, it shall dismiss the petition within sixty (60) days of
the filing of the original petition. If the state Supreme
Court, or any United States
court, finally determines that
the legislature'saction does not
comply with constitutional requirements, the state Supreme
Court, within sixty (60) days
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of the filing of the originalpetition or thirty (30) days of the decision of the United States court, shall either modify the action so
that it complies with these requirements and itself order the modifled plan into effect or order the Governor to convene a Citizens'
ReapportionmentCommission constitutedas hereinafterprovided.
Convening of Citizens' Reapportionment Commission. (c) If
the legislature fails by law to district or apportion anew, or to
reenact the existing districting and apportionment, as required
by subsection (a) of this section, or if the state Supreme Court
orders the Governor to convene a Citizens' Reapportionment
Commission, the Governor, within seven (7) days after the requirement for a Citizens' Reapportionment Commission arises,
shall request the state organizations of the political parties to
appoint Commission members as hereinafterprovided.
Composition and function of Citizens' Reapportionment Commission. (d) The Citizens' Reapportionment Commission shall
consist of nine (9) members. Each of the state organizations of
the two (2) political parties whose candidates for governor received the highest number of votes at the most recent gubernatorial election shall appoint three (3) members. If a candidate
for governor of a third political party has received twenty (20)
percent or more of the total gubernatorialvote at such election,
the state organization of the third political party shall appoint
two (2) members. If each of the candidates for governor of four
(4) political parties has received twenty (20) per cent or more of
the total gubernatorialvote at such election, the state organization of each political party shall appoint two (2) members.
Within ten (10) days after they are requested by the Governor
to appoint Commission members, the state organizations of the
political partiesshall notify the Secretary of State of the appointments they have made or of their failure to make such appointments. Within three (3) days after receiving notice that a state
organization of a political party has not appointed its quota of
members, the Secretary of State shall inform the Chief Justice
of the state Supreme Court. Within ten (10) days after receiving
such information, the Chief Justice shall appoint the necessary
number of Commission members.
The Commission members so appointed shall meet within
seven (7) days of their appointment, and within ten (10) days
thereafter,shall elect, by unanimous vote, the number of members
necessary to complete the Commission, or notify the Secretary
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of State that they are unable to do so. Within three (3) days
after receiving notice of failure to complete the membership of
the Commission, the Secretary of State shall inform the Chief
Justice of the state Supreme Court. Within ten (10) days after
receiving such information, the Chief Justice shall appoint the
members necessary to complete the Commission.
No officers or employees of the federal, state or local governments, excepting notaries public, members of the armed forces
reserves, and officers and employees of public educationalinstitutions, shall be eligible for membership on the Commission. Members of the Commission shall not be eligible for election to the
state legislature until two years after the state legislative apportionment in which they participatedbecomes effective. Members
of the Commission shall hold office until a new districtingor apportionment becomes effective. Vacancies shall be filled in the
same manner as originalappointments.
The Secretary of State shall be secretary of the Commission
without vote and in that capacity shall furnish all technical services as directed by the Commission. The Commission shall elect
its chairman and establish rules of procedure. Commission members shall receive compensation at a rate not less than $25 per
day plus expenses. The legislature shall appropriate funds to
enable the Commission to carry out its activities.
Within sixty (60) days after it is finally constituted, the Commission shall prescribe the bounds of congressional districts and
redistrict and reapportion the senators and representatives, according to the requirements of this constitution and the United
States Constitution.All decisions of the Commission shall require
the concurrence of at least 5 members. The redistricting and
reapportionment plans adopted by the Commission shall have
the force and effect of law. The Secretary of State shall keep a
public record of all the proceedings of the Commission and shall
publish its redistricting and reapportionmentplans within three
(3) days after their adoption.
Failure of Citizens' Reapportionment Commission to take
action. (e) If the Commission fails to adopt any redistrictingand
reapportionment plan, each member of the Commission, individually or jointly with other members, may submit a proposed
plan to the state Supreme Court within three (3) days after the
date for Commission action has expired. Within forty (40) days
after such submission, the Supreme Court shall select one of these
plans, provided it satisfies constitutionalrequirements and, with
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such modifications as it deems necessary, shall direct that it be
adopted by the Commission. If no such plans are submitted, or
if the Supreme Court determines that none of the submitted plans
complies with constitutional requirements, the Supreme Court
shall itself prescribe the bounds of congressional districts and
redistrictand reapportionrepresentationin both houses.
Judicial review of Commission action. (f) Within thirty (30)
days after any redistricting and reapportionment plan adopted
by the Commission is published by the Secretary of State, any

qualified voter may petition the state Supreme Court to review
the plan. The state Supreme Court shall have originaljurisdiction
to review such plan, exclusive of all other courts of this State.
If a petition for review is filed, the state Supreme Court shall
determine whether such plan complies with the requirements of
this constitution and the United States Constitution. If the Supreme Court determines that such plan complies with constitutional requirements,it shall dismiss the petition within sixty (60)
days of the filing of the original petition. If the state Supreme
Court, or any United States court, finally determines that such
plan does not comply with constitutionalrequirements, the state
Supreme Court, within sixty (60) days of the filing of the original
petition or thirty (30) days of the decision of the United States
court, shall modify the plan so that it complies with constitutional
requirements and direct that the modifted plan be adopted by the
Commission.
Effective date of any redistricting or reapportionment. (g)

Each new districtingand apportionmentmade in accordancewith
the provisions of this article shall govern the next succeeding
general elections of congressmen, senators and representatives.

III.
A.

EXPLANATION OF RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE FOR PERIODIC
REAPPORTIONIENT

The Power and Duty of the Legislature
The recommended Article IV, section 24(a) requires the legis-

lature, after every federal decennial census, to pass laws redis-

tricting the congressional seats to which the state is entitled and
reapportioning and redistricting state legislative seats. If the legislature is of the opinion that the existing districting and apportionment continue to satisfy constitutional requirements and
elects not to redistrict or reapportion, it is required to pass a law
reenacting the existing districting or apportionment.
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Since the legislature must act by law, the Governor will have
to approve its action or else his veto will have to be overridden.
Thus the Governor will participate fully, as he has in the past, in
the process of districting and apportionment.
The Commission considered, but rejected, the procedure in
effect in some states which takes districting and apportionment
entirely out of the hands of the legislature. We acknowledge the
strength of the argument that it may not be advisable to ask the
legislature to take action which affects the self-interest of the
individual legislators so directly. But we are persuaded by the
fact that redistricting and reapportionment inevitably involve
legitimate political considerations of which the legislature itself
is most aware. Furthermore, any legislative action will have to
run the gauntlet not only of a possible veto by the governor but
also of a possible attack in the courts on constitutional grounds.
B.

Judicial Review of Legislature'sAction
The recommended section 24(b) permits any qualified voter
to seek judicial review of any redistricting or reapportionment or
reenactment of the existing districting or apportionment. The
state Supreme Court is given original and exclusive jurisdiction
to review the legislature's action. If the state Supreme Court
determines that the legislature's action does not satisfy constitutional requirements, it is given the option of (1) modifying the
action so that it complies with constitutional requirements and
ordering the modified plan into effect; or (2) ordering the governor to convene a Citizens' Reapportionment Commission.
The first option is given the court to take care of the possible
situation in which a relatively few modifications will validate
the legislature's action. In such case, the court should not be
compelled to call for a Reapportionment Commission which might
radically alter the plan of the legislature. To the extent possible,
we should like to see the legislature's action made effective.
On the other hand, if the legislature's plan is unconstitutional
and cannot be saved by such modifications as the state Supreme
Court thinks it appropriate for it to make, there is no point in
sending the matter back to the legislature. We seek to avoid any
direct confrontation between the legislature and the state Supreme Court. In this situation, then, we recommend that the
task of districting and apportionment be turned over to a Citizens'
Reapportionment Commission.
It is possible that the state Supreme Court may dismiss a
petition for review because it thinks the legislature's action com-
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plies with constitutional requirements but a federal court may
finally decide otherwise. In such case, on remand from the federal
court, the state Supreme Court is given the same alternatives
it has if it invalidates the legislative action initially.

C.

Failureof Legislature to Act

If the legislature fails to pass a law redistricting and reapportioning or reenacting the existing districting and apportionment,
the recommended section 24(c) requires the Governor to convene
a Citizens' Reapportionment Commission to take the necessary
action.

D.

Composition and Function of Citizens' Reapportionment
Commission

The recommended section 24(d) calls for the two major political parties to select two-thirds of the Commission's membership
of nine and for their six appointees to select the remaining three
members. If they are unable to agree, the task of selection is
imposed upon the Chief Justice of the state Supreme Court. We
know no better way to break a deadlock. Provision is also made
for representation on the Commission of any third or fourth
political party that may secure twenty per cent or more of the
total gubernatorial vote at the most recent election.
Five members must concur to take Commission action. This
means that if the members selected by the two political parties
form blocs and disagree, the bloc that carries the day will have
to win the votes of two out of the three remaining members.
Provision is also made in the recommended section 24(e) for
the contingency that a majority for Commission action may not
be obtained. The task of districting and apportionment is then
imposed upon the state Supreme Court, but the court is required
to work with one of the plans, if any, submitted by any one, or
a group, of the Commission members, provided that the plan
satisfies constitutional requirements.

E.

JudicialReview of Commission Action

The recommended section 24(f) provides for judicial review
of Commission action in the same manner as review of action by
the legislature. In this case, however, the Supreme Court is not
authorized to take final action but only to direct Commission
action. In the case of action by the legislature, we wished to avoid
having the court direct the legislature to take a particular action.
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But there is no reason why the Commission should not be directed
to effectuate the judicial decision.
F. Effective Date of New Districtingand Apportionment
The congressional districting that will follow the 1970 census
will, of course, become effective in time for the 1972 congressional elections. Similarly, the apportionment and districting of
seats in the state House of Representatives will become effective
in time for the 1972 elections. The state Senate, however, presents
a problem.
In Honsey v. Donovan, the three-judge federal district court
expressed the opinion that the last clause of the existing section
24 of Article IV "would seem to require an election of senators
at the very next election following reapportionment, even though
four years had not elapsed since their last election. . .

."

This

would mean that the senators elected in 1970 would have to stand
for election again in 1972. Furthermore, if Senate terms are to be
staggered, as section 24 would also seem to require, half of the
senators elected in 1972 would also have to stand for election
again in 1974.
We regard these possibilities as undesirable and contrary to
long-standing practice in the state. We have accordingly recommended, in the proposed section 24(g), that the senators shall not
be affected by the 1971 reapportionment and redistricting until
the 1974 elections. We also recommend the repeal of the existing
section 24 in order to eliminate the difficulties pointed out above.
The recommended section 1 of Article IV provides that senators
shall be next chosen in 1970 and every four years thereafter.
The disadvantages of our proposal are twofold. The 1971 state
legislative districting and apportionment plan might overrepresent or underrepresent house districts with the intention of redressing the balance in the Senate, but one session will go by
before this intent could be realized. Some constitutional question
might also be raised because of the delay in Senate reapportionment. However, we do not think this constitutional doubt is
serious, particularly since only 8 years will then elapse before
the Senate will be apportioned again in 1982.
We considered, but rejected, the possibility of not making the
1971 reapportionment and redistricting effective for the 1972
election of the state House of Representatives, but postponing
it for the House as well as the Senate until 1974. Such a postponement was provided by the Apportionment Act of 1959. However, the federal district court in Honsey v. Donovan wondered
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"why the 1959 Act was not made promptly effective, rather than
deferred until after the 1961 elections." Since such a postponement for the House of Representatives is not required by any
strong state policy, it would raise grave constitutional questions.

G.

The Time Table

The following table indicates the results of the time table imposed by the recommended section 24.
Activity in Question

Last day for legislative action
Petition for review
Action by state Supreme Court
Governor's notice to political
parties
Appointment by political parties
or their failure to appoint
Notice of Secretary of State to
Chief Justice
Appointment by Chief Justice
First meeting of members
Appointment of remaining members or failure to do so
Notice of Secretary of State to
Chief Justice
Appointment by Chief Justice
Commission Action
Secretary of State publication of
Commission plan or submission
of individual plans
Supreme Court action if Commission fails to act
Petition for review of Commission
action
Final state Supreme Court action
Review by Supreme Court of the
United States

Deadlines
If Legislature If Legislature
Fails to Act
Acts
June 1, 1971
July 1, 1971
Sept. 1, 1971

June 1, 1971

Sept. 8, 1971

June 8, 1971

Sept. 18, 1971 June 18, 1971
Sept. 21, 1971 June 21, 1971
July 1, 1971
Oct. 1, 1971
Oct. 8, 1971
July 8, 1971
Oct. 18, 1971

July 18, 1971

Oct. 21, 1971 July 21, 1971
Oct. 31, 1971 July 31, 1971
Dec. 30, 1971 Sept. 29, 1971
Jan. 2, 1972

Oct. 2, 1971

Feb. 11, 1972 Nov. 11, 1971
Feb. 1, 1972
Apr. 1, 1972

?

Nov. 1, 1971
Jan. 1, 1972
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IV. STANDARDS FOR DISTRICTING AND APPORTIONIVMENT
A. Frequency of Reapportionmentand Redistricting
The Supreme Court of the United States has indicated that
the federal constitution does not require reapportionment more
frequently than after each federal decennial census. (And the
voters of Minnesota recently eliminated, by referendum, the requirement formerly in section 23 of Article IV of the Minnesota
Constitution that the legislature take a population census every
10 years beginning in 1865.) The recommended section 24(a)
requires reapportionment only after each federal decennial census.
It may be that the federal government, with the aid of statistical and computer techniques, will begin to publish official population statistics more frequently than once in every 10 years. Even
if it did, we do not think that the state constitution should require
reapportionment more frequently than after each decennial census. There are advantages to be gained from keeping any districting and apportionment stable for a decade.
Nothing in our proposal, however, precludes the legislature
from reapportioning more frequently than after every decennial
census. Nor does it preclude the legislature from superseding or
modifying any plan adopted by the Citizens' Reapportionment
Commission or ordered into effect by the state Supreme Court,
provided, of course, that the legislature's plan satisfies state and
federal constitutional requirements. If it did not, the pre-existing
plan would go back into effect.
Under existing federal law, of course, congressional apportionment takes place after every federal decennial census.
B.

The Standard of Equality
1. For congressional districting. The recommended section

23(c) requires congressional districts to contain, as nearly as
practicable, an equal number of inhabitants. In substance, this is
the standard imposed by the United States Supreme Court in
Wesberry v. Sanders.'
2. For state legislative apportionment. The recommended sec-

tion 2(b) retains the provision that "representation in both houses
shall be apportioned equally throughout the different sections of
the state, in proportion to the population thereof." Interpreting
this standard in State ex rel. Meighen v. Weatherill,4 the Minnesota Supreme Court adopted the rule of the Wisconsin Supreme
3. 376 U.S. 1 (1964).

4. 125 Mim. 386, 147 N.W. 105 (1914).
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Court in State ex rel. Attorney General v. Cunningham,5 which
was stated as follows:0
'Perfect exactness in an apportionment according to the number of
inhabitants is neither required nor possible. But there should be as
close an approximation to exactness as possible and this is the utmost
limit for the exercise of legislative discretion. If there is such a wide
and tbold departure from the constitutional rule that it cannot be possibly justified by the exercise of any judgment or discretion, and that
evinces an intention on the part of the legislature to boldly ignore
and disregard the rule of the constitution in order to promote some
other object than a constitutional apportionment, then the conclusion
is inevitable that the legislature did not use any judgment or discretion
whatever.'

The Minnesota court held the Apportionment Act of 1913 constitutional because it did not find "such an arbitrary departure
from the rule of equal representation as to justify the court, within the rule stated, in declaring the act unconstitutional." The
court said that the only objection to the Act was the absence of
uniformity in the population of the different districts. The court
said that, standing alone, this was insufficient to demonstrate
unconstitutionality.
In Reynolds v. Sims, holding Alabama's legislative apportionment unconstitutional, the Supreme Court of the United States
stated: 7 "[T]he Equal Protection Clause requires that a State
make an honest and good faith effort to construct districts, in
both houses of its legislature, as nearly of equal population as is
practicable." The Court went on to say that "Mathematical
exactness or precision is hardly a workable constitutional requirement." In Roman v. Sincock, the Court stated that "it is neither
practicable nor desirable to establish rigid mathematical standards ....
Rather, the proper judicial approach is to ascertain
whether . . . there has been a faithful adherence to a plan of

population-based representation, with such minor deviations only
as may occur in recognizing certain factors that are free from any
taint of arbitrariness or discrimination." The Court further stated
in Reynolds v. Sims, that "so long as the divergencies from a
strict population standard are based on legitimate considerations
incident to the effectuation of a rational state policy, some deviations from the equal-population principle are constitutionally
permissible . . . . [A] State can rationally consider according
5. 81 Wis. 440, 51 N.W. 724 (1892).

6. 125 Minn. at 342, 147 N.W. at 107.
7. 377 U.S. 583, 577 (1964).
8. S77 U.S. 695, 710 (1964).
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political subdivisions some independent representation in at least
one body of the state legislature," but in so doing population
must not be "submerged as the controlling consideration in the
apportionment of seats in the particular legislative body . . . ."
It thus appears that the constitutional standard of equality
prescribed by the United States Supreme Court may be more
exacting than the test enunciated by the Minnesota Supreme
Court in the Meighen case, supra. However, the language of the
standard presently found in the Minnesota Constitution is clearly
susceptible of an interpretation that will satisfy the federal constitutional requirements imposed by the United States Supreme
Court. And the state Supreme Court will undoubtedly so interpret the recommended section 2(b).
The existing language is also broad enough to authorize an
apportionment plan which would balance some overrepresentation in one house by underrepresentation in another - a possibility which the United States Supreme Court has countenanced.
For these reasons, we recommend retention of the longstanding provision of section 2 of the Minnesota Constitution,
which, as the federal district court in Honsey v. Donovan said,
"relates representation in both houses solely to population."
The Commission considered, but rejected, the suggestion that
the constitution should specify the permissible limits of deviation
from a strict population standard- 5%, 10%, 15%, or 20%.
The constitutional limits will be further defined by the state and
federal courts in the years to come. To specify some such limit
in the state constitution would involve the risk that the United
States Supreme Court might nullify it. On the other hand, to
specify a limitation which avoids this risk would impose so rigid
a requirement as to make the process of apportionment and districting unnecessarily difficult.
The Commission also considered, but rejected, the possibility
of basing apportionment on the number of qualified voters, or
ballots cast in a particular election, in each legislative district,
rather than on the district's population. The Supreme Court of
the United States has indicated that these are permissible alternatives under the federal constitution. And there is something to be
said for these alternatives.
However, we do not think that these arguments are so much,
if at all, stronger than the arguments for a population standard
that they should cause us to discard the population standard.?
9. The respective arguments are ably summarized in New York Citizens'
Comm. on Reapportionment, Report 11-16 (1964).
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The population standard is employed in the vast majority of
states and, of course, is used for congressional apportionment.
It is also the standard that has been embodied in our constitution since Minnesota became a state.
The Commission considered, but rejected, the suggestion that
the Constitution should be amended to authorize fractional voting. Because of the doubtful validity of fractional voting under
the existing provisions of the Minnesota Constitution, the Commission did not give fractional voting serious consideration in
devising its recommended apportionment and districting plan.
This does not mean that the Commission disapproves of fractional voting under any and all circumstances. However, there
is considerable controversy about the merits of fractional voting.
We think this issue should be considered separately from that of
a constitutional procedure for periodic reapportionment. So we
make no recommendations with respect to fractional voting.
C.

DistrictingRequirements

1. For state legislative districts. The existing section 24 of
Article IV requires single-member senatorial, but not representative, districts. The Commission recommends retention of this requirement, which is embodied in the proposed section 23(d). We
considered the advisability of requiring single-member districts
for the House as well. But we decided not to recommend such a
requirement because it might inject too much rigidity into the
process of apportionment and districting.
We recommend deletion of the present constitutional prohibition (found in the existing section 24) against dividing representative districts in forming senatorial districts. While this prohibition
provides some safeguard against gerrymandering, we also found
that it makes the task of districting on a population basis very
difficult. (In all probability, the Supreme Court of the United
States would permit disregard of this state constitutional prohibition whenever necessary to uphold the principle that equal numbers of people shall have equal representation.)
The present requirement that each representative district shall
be wholly within a single senatorial district might also be held
to conflict with the effectuation of our recommendation that the
1971 reapportionment not become applicable to the Senate until
the 1974 election. Between 1972 and 1974, each new representative district may not lie wholly within a single old senatorial
district.
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On the whole, therefore, we think this prohibition has outlived
its usefulness and should be discarded as a constitutional requirement. Of course, the legislature may still choose to be guided by
it in devising any reapportionment and redistricting plan.
To provide a safeguard against gerrymandering, the proposed
section 23(d) requires that each senatorial and representative
district shall be convenient, contiguous and as compact as
possible.

2. For congressional districts. The recommended section 23(d)
would eliminate the possibility of any congressman running at
large, by requiring that the entire state shall be divided into as
many separate congressional districts as there are congressmen.
Congressional districts are also required to be convenient, contiguous and as compact as possible.
The Minnesota Constitution now contains only a single reference to congressional districting - that contained in section 23
of Article IV. It is clear that a state has the initial obligation to
district congressional seats in accordance with the requirements
of Wesberry v. Sanders, supra. The provisions we propose would
help the legislature to discharge this obligation.
V.

SIZE OF LEGISLATURE
The 1959 Apportionment Act ties the existing size of the legislature to the particular apportionment and districting plan
adopted by that Act. Nevertheless, the Commission has deemed
it advisable to assume a senate of 67 members and a house of
185 members as the basis for its recommended plan.
Minnesota, which ranks 18th among the states in population
and 14th in land area, presently has the largest state senate in
the nation and the tenth largest state House of Representatives.
Compared with the other ten states that have populations of
between 2.5 million and 4.0 million and areas ranging from about
40,000 to 82,000 square miles, Minnesota has the largest state
House of Representatives.
The Commission is strongly of the view that the size of the
state legislature should not be further increased. Yet throughout
its history, Minnesota has sought to solve difficult apportionment
problems by increasing the size of its legislature, until the legislature attained its present, inordinate size.

The Minnesota legislature has reapportioned itself eight times.
During the first 40 years there were six apportionment acts and
in the last 67 years only two. The Apportionment Act of 1860,
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the first of the eight acts, was the only one in the history of
Minnesota that did not increase the size of the legislature; in fact,
it reduced the Senate from 37 to 21 and the House from 80 to 42.
The Apportionment Act of 1871 greatly enlarged the legislature by increasing the Senate from 22 to 41 and the House from
47 to 106.
The Apportionment Act of 1881 effected the first large-scale
redistribution of legislative seats - it increased the Senate from
41 to only 47 but decreased the House from 106 to 103.
The Apportionment Act of 1888 increased the Senate from 47
to 54 and the House from 103 to 114.
The Apportionment Act of 1897 again increased the Senate,
from 54 to 63, and the House, from 114 to 119.
The Apportionment Act of 1913 increased the Senate from 63
to 67 and the House from 119 to 130.
The 131st seat in the House was added in 1921.
The Apportionment Act of 1959 kept the Senate at its present
size (67 members) and increased the House from 131 to 135
members.
Only a constitutional limit on the size of the legislature will
discourage this unwise expediency. We think the present size of
the legislature will be adequate for at least two more decades,
after which the question of size can be reconsidered.
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APPENDIX A*
EXECUTIVE ORDER CREATING COMMISSION AND
COMMISSION'S LETTER TO THE GOVERNOR
WHICH ACCOMPANIED THE REPORT

A.

EXECUTVE

ORDER No. 14: EXECUTIVE ORDEa

THE BIPARTISAN REAPPORTION1ENT

ESTABLSING

CO\iISSION

WHEREAS, the strength of our republic rests on the principle
of representative government, and
WHEREAS, the Constitution of the State of Minnesota requires that "the representation in both houses shall
be apportioned equally throughout the different
sections of the state, in proportion to the population thereof," and
WHEREAS, the United States Supreme Court has ruled that
the principle of equal representation for every citizen
is a right guaranteed by the Federal Constitution,
and
WHEREAS, the present reapportionment plan in effect in Minnesota contains many serious inequities, evidenced
by the fact that senate districts vary in size from a
low of 28,000 to a high of 100,000, and house districts vary in size from a low of 9,000 to a high of
40,000, based on the 1960 census, and
WHEREAS, the 120-day limit imposed on legislative sessions
requires that a huge volume of business must be
transacted in a sharply limited period of time, precluding the opportunity to give the attention in
depth which is required by a matter as complex
as reapportionment, and
WHEREAS, any consideration of reapportionment requires a
bipartisan approach, with full opportunity for all
political views to be heard and weighed;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Karl F. Rolvaag, Governor of the State
of Minnesota, hereby create a Bipartisan Reapportionment Commission to give careful study to the problem of reapportionment
*APPENDIX A to the official Report has been incorporated into this
Report as part II of the RECOMENDED CONSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURE FOR PERIODIC REAPPORTIONMENT, supra at 400.
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and draw up a proposed reapportionment plan for presentation
to the legislature by December, 1964; provided further that
Franklin Rogers, Mankato, serve as chairman of this Commission.
ss.

KARL F. ROLVAAG
GOVERNOR

ATTEST:
ss. JOSEPH L. DONOVAN
SECRETARY OF STATE
Dated this 28th day of July, 1964.

B.

ConmnssioN's IETTER TO THE GOVERNOR
January 15, 1965.

Honorable Karl F. Rolvaag, Governor,
State of Minnesota,
State Capitol,
St. Paul, Minnesota.
Dear Governor Rolvaag:
We present herewith, the final report of the Bipartisan Reapportionment Commission which you appointed last July.
The commission spent many hours studying all facets of reapportionment, comparing the Minnesota situation with that in
other states and finally arriving at a report specifically tailored
to our state.
We received much valuable assistance from a special subcommittee of political scientists, most of them faculty members
of colleges and universities in Minnesota. This committee, which
served without compensation, was headed by Dr. Truman Wood
of Mankato State College.
We held meetings at Mankato and Moorhead, in addition to
St. Paul. We heard many witnesses, including several members
of the state legislature. After four months of taking testimony
and holding day-long discussions among members of our com-
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mission, we set down certain guidelines in November and appointed subcommittees to draft our final reports. We concluded
our deliberations January 9.
Our report represents the combined thinking of our 17-member
commission. We believe it is a plan that would be ruled valid
if challenged in court. We have studied closely the opinions of
the U.S. Supreme Court and the Federal District Courts.
In addition to a proposed plan for reapportionment of the
legislature, we present a plan and a proposed constitutional
amendment providing for automatic reapportionment after each
decennial census. In addition, we have listed several recommendations, some of them suggesting study of matters that we didn't
feel were relevant to the work of our commission.
The commission members were regular in their attendance at
meetings and diligent in their study of the subject. We are grateful to you for giving us the opportunity to participate in this
highly interesting project and we hope the results of our work
will be helpful to you and the Minnesota state legislature.
Respectfully,
ss. FRANKLIN ROGERS, Chairman
Carl A. Auerbach
Charles H. Backstrom
Archie Baumann
Chris Erickson
Frank S. Farrell
Mrs. Donald Guthrie
Mrs. Betty Kane
Leonard 0. LaShomb

Mrs. Lawrence Murray
Norman L. Newhall, Jr.
William Pearson
Peter S. Popovich
Judge J. H. Sylvestre
Robert Vance
Richard F. Walsh, Jr.
George Wangensteen
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APPENDIX B
SUMMARY AND TEXTS OF PRESENT STATE
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS FOR PERIODIC
REAPPORTIONMENT*

A.

SueAnt

At the present time, thirteen states have constitutional provisions for periodic reapportionment.
1.

Alaska
Alaska provides that the Governor shall reapportion the House
of Representatives "immediately following the official reporting
of each decennial census of the United States." The Governor is
further directed to appoint a reapportionment board to act in
advisory capacity to him. No members of the board may be
public employees or officials. Appointments must be made on a
geographically representative basis and without regard to political
affiliation. The board members must be compensated. Within
ninety days following the official reporting of the decennial census, the board must submit to the Governor a plan for reapportionment. Within ninety days after receipt of the plan, the Governor must issue a proclamation of reapportionment, which then
becomes effective. Enforcement of this procedure is assured by
giving any qualified voter the right to apply to the superior court,
within appropriate time periods, to compel the Governor to perform his reapportionment duties, or to correct any error in reapportionment. The action of the superior court is reviewable by
the State Supreme Court on both the law and the facts.
Each legislative district must "be formed of contiguous and
compact territory containing as nearly as practicable a relatively
integrated socio-economic area," and must contain a population
"at least equal to the quotient obtained by dividing the total
civilian population by forty." In addition, "consideration may be
given to local government boundaries. Drainage and other geographic features shall be used in describing boundaries wherever
possible."
*The summary and texts of present state constitutional provisions for
periodic reapportionment were prepared by Samuel H. Morgan and Jonathan
H. Morgan, to whom the Commission wishes to express its thanks and appreciation.
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Arizona

Arizona provides that the House of Representatives shall be
reapportioned every four years on the basis of one representative
for each county and one additional representative for each 3,520
ballots cast at the last preceding general election. The reapportionment is effected by notification by the Secretary of State to
the county boards of supervisors, who then subdivide their counties into the proper number of districts.
Each district "shall have as nearly as may be an equal voting
population, be compact in form, and include no noncontiguous
territory."

3.

Arkansas

Arkansas provides that a "Board of Apportionment" consisting
of the Governor as Chairman, the Secretary of State and the
Attorney General shall reapportion both houses of the legislature.
The Board must reapportion by February "immediately following
each Federal census." Its reapportionment becomes final thirty
days after filing with the Secretary of State unless proceedings
for revision are instituted in the Supreme Court. Any citizen and
taxpayer may apply to the Supreme Court (1) for an order compelling the Board to perform its duties or (2) to revise any "arbitrary action of or abuse of discretion by the Board."
4.

California

California provides for reapportionment by the legislature "at
the first regular session following each decennial federal census."
If it fails to so reapportion, a Reapportionment Commission, consisting of the Lieutenant Governor as Chairman, the Attorney
General, the State Controller, the Secretary of State, and the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, shall "forthwith" reapportion.
The reapportionment must be "so as to preserve the assembly
districts as nearly equal in population as may be."

5.

Hawaii

Hawaii provides that the Governor shall reapportion the members of the House of Representatives on or before June (of the
year 1959 and of each tenth year thereafter). Application may
be made to the Supreme Court by any registered voter within
thirty days after the appropriate June 1 for a writ of mandamus
to compel the Governor to reapportion if he has failed to do so,
or within thirty days of the date of proclamation, to compel the
correction of any error made in such reapportionment.
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Illinois

Illinois provides that the General Assembly shall reapportion
every ten years. If the General Assembly fails to reapportion by
July 1, then the redistricting is done by a commission appointed
as follows:
Within thirty days after such frst day of July, the state central committee of each of the two political parties, casting the highest votes
for governor at the last preceding gubernatorial election, shall submit
to the governor of the state a list of ten persons. Within thirty days
thereafter, the governor shall appoint the commission of ten menibers,
five from each list. If either of the state central committees fails to
submit the list within the specified time, the governor, within the
specified time, shall appoint five members of his own choice from the
party of such committee. Each member of the committee shall receive
$25.00 a day, but not more than $2,000 for his service.

Seven members of the commission must approve any reapportionment.
If the commission does not act within four months of its appointment, it is discharged, and thereupon all legislators "shall
be nominated and elected at the next election from the state at
large."
Illinois districts for representatives must be formed of "contiguous and compact territory and shall contain, as nearly as
practicable, a population equal to the representative ratio," which
is defined as "the quotient obtained by dividing the population
of the state by fifty-nine," the number of districts. No representative district may contain less population than four-fifths of
the representative ratio.
7.

Michigan

Michigan provides for a commission on legislative apportionment consisting of eight electors, four of whom shall be selected
by the state organizations of each of the two principal parties,
with provisions for geographical distribution and possible third
party representation.
The commission is compensated and provided with funds. The
Secretary of State serves as secretary of the commission without
vote and furnishes all necessary technical services.
The Secretary of State convenes the commission from thirty
to forty-five days after "the official total population count of each
federal decennial census of the state and its political subdivisions
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is available." The commission must "complete its work within
180 days after all necessary census information is available."
If a majority of the commission cannot agree, members may
separately or jointly submit plans to the Supreme Court, which
shall determine which plan complies most accurately with the
constitutional requirements, and shall direct its adoption.
Within sixty days after publication of the plan, any elector
may apply to the Supreme Court for review of any plan. The
Supreme Court shall remand the plan to the commission for
further action if it fails to comply with constitutional requirements.
In Michigan the basis of apportionment is a complex mathematical formula based on population and land area.
8.

Missouri
Missouri provides that, for reapportionment of the Senate,
within sixty days after the population of the state is reported
to the President for each decennial census, the state committee
of each principal party submits to the Governor a list of ten persons. Within thirty days thereafter the Governor must appoint
a commission of ten members, five of whom are from each list.
The commission's report, which must be agreed to by at least
seven members, must be fled with the Secretary of State within
six months of its appointment. If this is not done, the commission is discharged, and the members of the Senate are elected at
large.
The commission must reapportion the Senate "by dividing the
population of the state by the number thirty-four (the senate
membership), and the population of no district shall vary from
the quotient by more than one-fourth thereof."
9.

North Dakota
North Dakota provides:
If any legislative assembly whose dirty it is to make an apportionment
shall fail to make the same as herein provided it shall be the duty of
the chief justice of the supreme court, attorney general, secretary of
state, and the majority and minority leaders of the House of Representatives within ninety days after the adjournment of the legislature
to make such apportionment and when so made a proclamation shall
be issued by the chief justice announcing such apportionment which
shall have -the same force and effect as though made by the Legislative
Assembly.
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Ohio
Ohio provides:

The governor, auditor, and secretary of state, or any two of them, shall,
at least six months prior to the October election, in the year one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, and, at each decennial period thereafter, ascertain and determine the ratio of representation, according
to the decennial census, the nunber of representatives and senators each
county or district shall be entitled to elect, and for what years within
the next ensuing ten years, and the governor shall cause the same to
be published, in such manner as shall be directed by law.

11.

Oregon

Oregon provides for reapportionment by the legislature "at the
session next following" each United States census.
Any qualified elector may challenge any legislative reapportionment act in the Supreme Court by September 1 of the year
in which the legislature has acted. By October 1 the Supreme
Court shall either dismiss the petition or declare the legislative
reapportionment null and void, in which latter event it shall
direct the Secretary of State to draft a reapportionment, which
the Supreme Court is then required to review. By November 1
the Supreme Court shall either approve the draft or return it to
the Secretary of State accompanied by a written opinion specifying with particularity wherein the draft fails to comply with the
constitutional requirements.
If the Legislative Assembly fails to reapportion "by July 1
of the year of the session" next following the United States census,
"the Secretary of State shall make a reapportionment" and file
it with the Governor by August 1. Provisions for Supreme Court
review are provided which are similar to those described above.
Apportionment in Oregon is on a population basis with an
emphasis on county-based units.
12.

South Dakota

South Dakota provides for reapportionment by the legislature,
but "if any legislature whose duty it is to make an apportionment
shall fail to make the same ... it shall be the duty of the governor, superintendent of public instruction, presiding judge of
the supreme court, attorney general and secretary of state within
thirty (30) days after the adjournment of the legislature to make
such apportionment. . . ."
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Texas

Texas provides for reapportionment by the legislature. If the
legislature fails to reapportion at its "first regular session following the publication of a United States decennial census, [such reapportionment] ... shall be done by the Legislative Redistricting
Board of Texas." This Board consists of the Lieutenant Governor,
the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the Attorney General, the Comptroller of Public Accounts and the Commissioner
of the General Land Office. The Supreme Court has jurisdiction
to compel the Board to perform its duties.
It is noteworthy that the Lieutenant Governor and the Speaker
of the House receive per diem and travel expense during the
Board's session, equal to that provided for attendance at a special
legislative session.
The Texas Legislature must reapportion primarily on a population basis, with emphasis on county subdivisions.
B.

TExTs

1.

ALASKA
ARTICLE VI
LEGISLATIVE APPORTIONMENT

Section 1. Election Districts. Members of the house of representatives shall be elected by the qualified voters of the respective
election districts. Until reapportionment, election districts and
the number of representatives to be elected from each district
shall be as set forth in Section I of Article XIV.
Section 2. Senate Districts. Members of the senate shall be
elected by the qualified voters of the respective senate districts.
Senate districts shall be as set forth in Section 2 of Article XIV,
subject to changes authorized in this article.
Section 3. Reapportionment of House. The governor shall
reapportion the house of representatives immediately following
the official reporting of each decennial census of the United States.
Reapportionment shall be based upon civilian population within
each election district as reported by the census.
Section 4. Method. Reapportionment shall be by the method
of equal proportions, except that each election district having
the major fraction of the quotient obtained by dividing total
civilian population by forty shall have one representative.
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Section 5. Combining Districts. Should the total civilian population within any election district fall below one-half of the
quotient, the district shall be attached to an election district
within its senate district, and the reapportionment for the new
district shall be determined as provided in Section 4 of this article.
Section 6. Redistricting. The governor may further redistrict
by changing the size and area of election districts, subject to the
limitations of this article. Each new district so created shall be
formed of contiguous and compact territory containing as nearly
as practicable a relatively integrated socio-economic area. Each
shall contain a population at least equal to the quotient obtained
by dividing the total civilian population by forty. Consideration
may be given to local government boundaries. Drainage and
other geographic features shall be used in describing boundaries
wherever possible.
Section 7. Modification of Senate Districts. The senate districts, described in Section 2 of Article XIV, may be modified to
reflect changes in election districts. A district, although modified,
shall retain its total number of senators and its approximate
perimeter.
Section 8. Reapportionment Board. The governor shall appoint a reapportionment board to act in an advisory capacity to
him. It shall consist of five members, none of whom may be public employees or officials. At least one member each shall be
appointed from the Southeastern, Southeentral, Central, and
Northwestern Senate Districts. Appointments shall be made without regard to political affiliation. Board members shall be compensated.
Section 9. Organization. The board shall elect one of its
members chairman and may employ temporary assistants. Concurrence of three members is required for a ruling or determination, but a lesser number may conduct hearings or otherwise act
for the board.
Section 10. Reapportionment Plan and Proclamation. Within
ninety days following the official reporting of each decennial
census, the board shall submit to the governor a plan for reapportionment and redistricting as provided in this article. Within
ninety days after receipt of the plan, the governor shall issue a
proclamation of reapportionment and redistricting. An accompanying statement shall explain any change from the plan of the
board. The reapportionment and redistricting shall be effective
for the election of members of the legislature until after the official reporting of the next decennial census.
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Section 11. Enforcement. Any qualified voter may apply to
the superior court to compel the governor, by mandamus or otherwise, to perform his reapportionment duties or to correct any error
in redistricting or reapportionment. Application to compel the
governor to perform his reapportionment duties must be filed
within thirty days of the expiration of either of the two ninetyday periods specified in this article. Application to compel correction of any error in redistricting or reapportionment must be
filed within thirty days following the proclamation. Original jurisdiction in these matters is hereby vested in the superior court.
On appeal, the cause shall be reviewed by the supreme court upon
the law and the facts.
[Adopted February 5, 1956.]
2.

ARIZONA

ARTICLE IV
2. THE LEGISLATURE
§1. Senate; house of representatives; members; apportionment
of representatives; compensation of members and
attaches or employees; mileage; special
session upon petition of members
Section 1. (1) The Senate shall consist of two members from
each county elected at large.
Beginning with the Twenty-second Legislature the House of
Representatives shall be composed of not to exceed eighty members, to be apportioned to the counties according to the number
of ballots cast in each county at the preceding general election
for governor in the manner herein provided. Such apportionment
shall be made every four years and shall be on the basis of one
Representative for each county and one additional Representative for each thirty-five hundred and twenty ballots cast at the
last preceding general election, according to the official canvass
of the votes cast in each county.
In the event that on the basis prescribed the number of Representatives so determined shall exceed eighty, the unit of apportionment shall be increased by ten or such multiple of ten as will
reduce the number of Representatives to eighty.
Not less than eight months prior to the regular general election
following such apportionment at which Representatives are to be
chosen, the secretary of state shall notify the board of supervisors of each county the number of Representatives such county
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will be entitled to elect, and the board shall not less than six
months prior to such election, divide the county into as many
legislative districts as there are Representatives to be elected.
The district shall have as nearly as may be an equal voting population, be compact in form, and include no non-contiguous territory. The board shall give not less than thirty days' notice of intention to divide the county into legislative districts by publication
in two successive issues of a newspaper of general circulation
published in the county.
[Effective Oct. 31, 1953.]

3.

ARKANSAS
ARTICLE 8
APPORTIONMENT - MEMBERSHIP IN GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

§1. Board of apportionment created - Powers and duties. A Board to be known as "The Board of Apportionment," consisting of the Governor (who shall be Chairman), the Secretary
of State and the Attorney General is hereby created and it shall
be its imperative duty to make apportionment of representatives
in accordance with the provisions hereof; the action of a majority
in each instance shall be deemed the action of said board. [As
amended by Amendments No. 23 and No. 45.]
§2. One hundred members in house of representatives - Apportionment.- The House of Representatives shall consist of
one hundred members and each county existing at the time of
any apportionment shall have at least one representative; the
remaining members shall be equally distributed (as nearly as
practicable) among the more populous counties of the State, in
accordance with a ratio to be determined by the population of
said counties as shown by the Federal census next preceding any
apportionment hereunder. [As amended by Amendments No. 23
and No. 45.]
§3. Senatorial districts - Thirty-five members of senate. The Senate shall consist of thirty-five members. Senatorial districts as now constituted and existing, as heretofore directed by
the Supreme Court of Arkansas in the case of Pickens v. Board
of Apportionment, 220 Ark. 145, 246 S. W. 2d 556, shall remain
the same and the number of Senators from the districts shall not
be changed. [As amended by Amendments No. 23 and No. 45.]
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§4. Duties of board of apportionment. - On or before February 1 immediately following each Federal census, said Board
shall reapportion the State for Representatives, and in each instance said Board shall file its report with the Secretary of State,
setting forth (a) the basis of population adopted for representatives; (b) the number of representatives assigned to each county;
whereupon, after 30 days from such filing date, the apportionment thus made shall become effective unless proceedings for
revision be instituted in the Supreme Court within said period.
[As amended by Amendments No. 23 and No. 45.]
§5. Mandamus to compel board of apportionment to act.Original jurisdiction (to be exercised on application of any citizens and taxpayers) is hereby vested in the Supreme Court of
the State (a) to compel (by mandamus or otherwise) the Board
to perform its duties as here directed and (b) to revise any arbitrary action of or abuse of discretion by the Board in making
such apportionment; provided any such application for revision
shall be filed with said Court within 30 days after the filing of
the report of apportionment by said Board with the Secretary
of State; if revised by the court, a certified copy of its judgment
shall be by the clerk thereof forthwith transmitted to the Secretary of State, and thereupon be and become a substitute for the
apportionment made by the Board. [As amended by Amendments
No. 23 and No. 45.]
§6. Election of senators and representatives. - At the next
general election for State and County officers ensuing after any
such apportionment, Representatives shall be elected in accordance therewith, Senators shall be elected henceforth according to
the apportionment now existing, and their respective terms of
office shall begin on January 1 next following. Senators shall be
elected for a term of four years at the expiration of their present
term of office. [As amended by Amendments No. 23 and No. 45.]
[The provisions of the Constitution of the State of Arkansas
in conflict with this Amendment are hereby repealed, and this
Amendment shall take effect and be in operation immediately
upon its approval and adoption by the people of the State of
Arkansas, being self-executing and requiring no enabling act.]
[Approved November 6, 1956.]
Note - Amendment 23, which Amendment 45 supersedes, contained similar reapportionment provisions designed to
effect regular reapportionment of both the Senate and
the House.
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CALIFORNIA
ARTICLE IV
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT

§6. Senatorial and assembly districts; reapportionment
See. 6. For the purpose of choosing Members of the Legislature, the State shall be divided into 40 senatorial and 80 assembly districts to be called senatorial and assembly districts.
Such districts shall be composed of contiguous territory, and assembly districts shall be as nearly equal in population as may be.
Each senatorial district shall choose one Senator and each assembly district shall choose one Member of Assembly. The Senatorial districts shall be numbered from 1 to 40, inclusive, in
numerical order, and the assembly districts shall be numbered
from 1 to 80 in the same order, commencing at the northern
boundary of the State and ending at the southern boundary
thereof. In the formation of assembly districts no county, or city
and county, shall be divided, unless it contains sufficient population within itself to form two or more districts, and in the formation of senatorial districts no county, or city and county, shall
be divided, nor shall a part of any county, or of any city and
county, be united with any other county, or city and county, in
forming any assembly or senatorial district. The census taken
under the direction of the Congress of the United States in the
year 1920, and every 10 years thereafter, shall be the basis of
fixing and adjusting the legislative districts; and the Legislature
shall, at its first regular session following the adoption of this
section and thereafter at the first regular session following each
decennial federal census, adjust such districts, and reapportion
the representation so as to preserve the assembly districts as
nearly equal in population as may be; but in the formation of
senatorial districts no county or city and county shall contain
more than one senatorial district, and the counties of small population shall be grouped in districts of not to exceed three counties
in any one senatorial district; provided, however, that should
the Legislature at the first regular session following the adoption
of this section or at the first regular session following any decennial federal census fail to reapportion the assembly and senatorial districts, a Reapportionment Commission, which is hereby
created, consisting of the Lieutenant Governor, who shall be
chairman, and the Attorney General, State Controller, Secretary
of State and State Superintendent of Public Instruction, shall
forthwith apportion such districts in accordance with the provi-
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sions of this section and such apportionment of said districts
shall be immediately effective the same as if the act of said Reapportionment Commission were an act of the Legislature, subject, however, to the same provisions of referendum as apply to
the acts of the Legislature.
Each subsequent reapportionment shall carry out these provisions and shall be based upon the last preceding federal census.
But in making such adjustments no persons who are not eligible
to become citizens of the United States, under the naturalization
laws, shall be counted as forming a part of the population of any
district. Until such districting as herein provided for shall be
made, Senators and Assemblymen shall be elected by the districts
according to the apportionment now provided for by law.
[Amended Nov. 2, 1926; Nov. 3, 1942.]

5.

HAWAII
ARTICLE III
THE LEGISLATURE
REAPPORTIONMENT OF HOUSE

Section 4. On or before June 1 of the year 1959, and of each
tenth year thereafter, the governor shall reapportion the members
of the house of representatives in the following manner: The total
number of representatives shall first be reapportioned among
four basic areas, namely, (1) the island of Hawaii, (2) the islands
of Maui, Molokai, Lanai and Kahoolawe, (3) the island of Oahu
and all other islands not specifically enumerated, and (4) the
islands of Kauai and Niihau, on the basis of the number of voters
registered at the last preceding general election in each of such
basic areas and computed by the method known as the method
of equal proportions, no basic area to receive less than one member. Upon the determination of the total number of representatives to which each basic area is entitled, such total shall be
reapportioned among the one or more representative districts
within each basic area on the basis of the number of voters registered at the last preceding general election within each of such
representative districts and computed by the method known as
the method of equal proportions, no representative district to
receive less than one member. Upon any reapportionment, should
the total number of voters registered in any representative district be less than one-half of the quotient obtained by dividing
the total number of voters registered in the State by the total
number of members to which the house is entitled, then, as part
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of such reapportionment, the basic area within which such representative district lies shall be redistricted by the governor in
such manner that the total number of voters registered in each
new representative district therein shall be more than one-half
of such quotient.
The governor shall thereupon issue a proclamation showing
the results of such reapportionment, and such reapportionment
shall be effective for the election of members to such house for
the next five succeeding legislatures.
MLANDAMUS

Original jurisdiction is thereby vested in the supreme court of
the State to be exercised on the application of any registered
voter, made within thirty days following the date specified above,
to compel, by mandamus or otherwise, the governor to perform
the above duty; and made within thirty days following the date
of such proclamation, to compel, by mandamus or otherwise, the
correction of any error made in such reapportionment.
Provisions applidble to first state elections held pursuant to sections 6 and
7(a) of Hawaii Admission Act, 73 Stat. 4, P.L. 86-3. 43 H. 261.

6.

ILLINOIS
ARTICLE IV
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT

§7. Representative districts - Redistricting - Number of representatives - Terms

The General Assembly in 1955 and in 1963, and every ten years
thereafter, shall redistrict the state for the purpose of electing
state representatives. There shall be fifty-nine representative districts. In the 1955 redistricting Cook County shall have thirty of
the districts. These thirty districts shall be located as follows:
Twenty-three in the territory that is within the present corporate
limits of the City of Chicago; and seven in the territory that is
in Cook County outside such corporate limits. In the 1955 redistricting, the remaining one hundred and one counties of the state
shall have twenty-nine of the representative districts. In redistricting subsequent to the 1960 census, and thereafter, the fiftynine representative districts shall be divided among (1) that part
of Cook County that is within the present corporate limits of the
City of Chicago, (2) that part of Cook County that is outside
such corporate limits, and (3) the remaining one hundred and
one counties of the state, as nearly as may be, as the population
of each of these three divisions bears to the total population of
the state.
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Representative districts shall be formed of contiguous and
compact territory, and shall contain, as nearly as practicable, a
population equal to the representative ratio; outside of Cook
County, such districts shall be bounded by county lines unless
the population of any county entitles it to more than one representative district. The representative ratio for the entire state
shall be the quotient obtained by dividing the population of the
state by fifty-nine. No representative district may contain less
population than four-fifths of the representative ratio.
Three representatives shall be elected in each representative
district in 1956 and every two years thereafter. The term of office
shall be two years. In all elections of representatives aforesaid,
each qualified voter may cast as many votes for one candidate
as there are representatives to be elected, or may distribute the
same, or equal parts thereof, among the candidates as he shall
see fit; and the candidates highest in votes shall be declared
elected. Amendment adopted general election Nov. 2, 1954. Proclaimed adopted Nov. 19, 1954.
§8. Redistricting in single enactment - Redistricting by commission on failure of general assembly to act - One
redistricting during decade
In performing its duties under Sections 6 and 7 of this amendment, the General Assembly shall redistrict and reapportion in
a single legislative enactment. If, however, the regular session of
the General Assembly in 1955 as to both senatorial and representative districts or in 1963, or any ten years thereafter as to
representative districts, fails by the first day of July to redistrict
the state into such districts, then the redistricting shall be accomplished by a commission. Within thirty days after such first
day of July, the state central committee of each of the two political parties, casting the highest votes for governor at the last
preceding gubernatorial election, shall submit to the governor
of the state a list of ten persons. Within thirty days thereafter,
the governor shall appoint the commission of ten members, five
from each list. If either of the state central committees fails to
submit the list within the specified time, the governor, within
the specified time, shall appoint five members of his own choice
from the party of such committee. Each member of the committee shall receive $25.00 a day, but not more than $2,000 for his
service.
This commission shall redistrict the state into senatorial districts and into representative districts in the manner specified
above. This commission shall file with the secretary of state a
full statement of the numbers of the senatorial and representative
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districts and their boundaries. No such statement shall be valid
unless approved by seven members of such commission.
After such statement is filed, senators and representatives
shall be elected according to the statement and the districts
therein determined, until a redistricting and reapportionment
are thereafter made by the General Assembly as provided in this
amendment. If, however, the statement is not filed within four
months after the commission is appointed it shall stand discharged. Thereupon, all senators, scheduled for election at the
next election for state senators, and all state representatives shall
be nominated and elected at the next election from the state at
large. Following such an election at large, the General Assembly
at its next regular session shall perform the duties specified in
this amendment. But if such a General Assembly fails to perform
these duties, then another commission, as specified in this Section
8, shall be appointed in like manner, with like duties, and power,
and with like effect; and so forth until a valid senatorial and
representative redistricting and reapportionment are secured in
this 1950 decade and each decade thereafter. But there can be
only one valid senatorial and representative redistricting and
reapportionment during a particular decade. Adopted general
election Nov. 2, 1954. Proclaimed adopted Nov. 19, 1954.

7.

MICHIGAN
ARTICLE IV

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
Legislative power. SECTION 1. The legislative power of the
State of Mfichigan is vested in a senate and a house of representatives.
Senators, number, term. SEC. 2. The senate shall consist of 38
members to be elected from single member districts at the same
election as the governor for four-year terms concurrent with the
term of office of the governor.
Senatorial districts, apportionment factors. In districting the
state for the purpose of electing senators after the official publication of the total population count of each federal decennial
census, each county shall be assigned apportionment factors equal
to the sum of its percentage of the state's population as shown
by the last regular federal decennial census computed to the
nearest one-one hundredth of one percent multiplied by four and
its percentage of the state's land area computed to the nearest
one-one hundreth of one percent.
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Apportionment rules. In arranging the state into senatorial
districts, the apportionment commission shall be governed by
the following rules:
(1) Counties with 13 or more apportionment factors shall
be entitled as a class to senators in the proportion that the total
apportionment factors of such counties bear to the total apportionment factors of the state computed to the nearest whole number. After each such county has been allocated one senator, the
remaining senators to which this class of counties is entitled shall
be distributed among such counties by the method of equal proportions applied to the apportionment factors.
(2) Counties having less than 13 apportionment factors shall
be entitled as a class to senators in the proportion that the total
apportionment factors of such counties bear to the total apportionment factors of the state computed to the nearest whole number. Such counties shall thereafter be arranged into senatorial
districts that are compact, convenient, and contiguous by land,
as rectangular in shape as possible, and having as nearly as possible 13 apportionment factors, but in no event less than 10 or
more than 16. Insofar as possible, existing senatorial districts at
the time of reapportionment shall not be altered unless there is
a failure to comply with the above standards.
(3) Counties entitled to two or more senators shall be divided
into single member districts. The population of such districts
shall be as nearly equal as possible but shall not be less than 75
percent nor more than 125 percent of a number determined by
dividing the population of the county by the number of senators
to which it is entitled. Each such district shall follow incorporated city or township boundary lines to the extent possible and
shall be compact, contiguous, and as nearly uniform in shape as
possible.
Representatives, number, term; contiguity of districts. SEC. 3.
The house of representatives shall consist of 110 members elected
for two-year terms from single member districts apportioned on
a basis of population as provided in this article. The districts
shall consist of compact and convenient territory contiguous by
land.
Representative areas, single and multiple county. Each county
which has a population of not less than seven-tenths of one percent of the population of the state shall constitute a separate
representative area. Each county having less than seven-tenths
of one percent of the population of the state shall be combined
with another county or counties to form a representative area of
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not less than seven-tenths of one percent of the population of the
state. Any county which is isolated under the initial allocation as
provided in this section shall be joined with that contiguous
representative area having the smallest percentage of the state's
population. Each such representative area shall be entitled initially to one representative.
Apportionment of representatives to areas. After the assignment of one representative to each of the representative areas,
the remaining house seats shall be apportioned among the representative areas on the basis of population by the method of equal
proportions.
Districting of single county area entitled to 2 or more representatives. Any county comprising a representative area entitled
to two or more representatives shall be divided into single member
representative districts as follows:
(1) The population of such districts shall be as nearly equal
as possible but shall not be less than 75 percent nor more than
125 percent of a number determined by dividing the population
of the representative area by the number of representatives to
which it is entitled.
(2) Such single member districts shall follow city and township
boundaries where applicable and shall be composed of compact
and contiguous territory as nearly square in shape as possible.
Districting of multiple county representative areas. Any representative area consisting of more than one county, entitled to
more than one representative, shall be divided into single member
districts as equal as possible in population, adhering to county
lines.
Annexation or merger with a city. SEC. 4. In counties having
more than one representative or senatorial district, the territory
in the same county annexed to or merged with a city between
apportionments shall become a part of a contiguous representative
or senatorial district in the city with which it is combined, if provided by ordinance of the city. The district or districts with which
the territory shall be combined shall be determined by such
ordinance certified to the secretary of state. No such change in
the boundaries of a representative or senatorial district shall have
the effect of removing a legislator from office during his term.
Island areas, contiguity. SEc. 5. Island areas are considered to
be contiguous by land to the county of which they are a part.
Commission on legislative apportionment. SEc. 6. A commission on legislative apportionment is hereby established consisting
of eight electors, four of whom shall be selected by the state organizations of each of the two political parties whose candidates
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for governor received the highest vote at the last general election
at which a governor was elected preceding each apportionment.
If a candidate for governor of a third political party has received
at such election more than 25 percent of such gubernatorial vote,
the commission shall consist of 12 members, four of whom shall
be selected by the state organization of the third political party.
One resident of each of the following four regions shall be selected
by each political party organization: (1) the upper peninsula;
(2) the northern part of the lower peninsula, north of a line drawn
along the northern boundaries of the counties of Bay, Midland,
Isabella, Mecosta, Newaygo and Oceana; (3) southwestern Michigan, those counties south of region (2) and west of a line drawn
along the western boundaries of the counties of Bay, Saginaw,
Shiawassee, Ingham, Jackson and Hillsdale; (4) southeastern
Michigan, the remaining counties of the state.
Eligibility to membership. No officers or employees of the
federal, state or local governments, excepting notaries public and
members of the armed forces reserve, shall be eligible for membership on the commission. Members of the commission shall not
be eligible for election to the legislature until two years after the
apportionment in which they participated becomes effective.
Appointment, term, vacancies. The commission shall be appointed immediately after the adoption of this constitution and
whenever apportionment or districting of the legislature is required by the provisions of this constitution. Members of the
commission shall hold office until each apportionment or districting plan becomes effective. Vacancies shall be filled in the same
manner as for original appointment.
Officers, rules of procedure, compensation, appropriation.
The secretary of state shall be secretary of the commission without vote, and in that capacity shall furnish, under the direction
of the commission, all necessary technical services. The commission shall elect its own chairman, shall make its own rules of procedure, and shall receive compensation provided by law. The
legislature shall appropriate funds to enable the commission to
carry out its activities.
Call to convene; apportionment; public hearings. Within 30
days after the adoption of this constitution, and after the official
total population count of each federal decennial census of the
state and its political subdivisions is available, the secretary of
state shall issue a call convening the commission not less than 30
nor more than 45 days thereafter. The commission shall complete
its work within 180 days after all necessary census information is
available. The commission shall proceed to district and apportion
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the senate and house of representatives according to the provisions
of this constitution. All final decisions shall require the concurrence of a majority of the members of the commission. The commission shall hold public hearings as may be provided by law.
Apportionment plan, publication; record of proceedings. Each
final apportionment and districting plan shall be published as
provided by law within 30 days from the date of its adoption and
shall become law 60 days after publication. The secretary of
state shall keep a public record of all the proceedings of the commission and shall be responsible for the publication and distribution of each plan.
Disagreement of commission; submission of plans to supreme
court. If a majority of the commission cannot agree on a plan,
each member of the commission, individually or jointly with other
members, may submit a proposed plan to the supreme court. The
supreme court shall determine which plan complies most accurately with the constitutional requirements and shall direct that
it be adopted by the commission and published as provided in
this section.
Jurisdiction of supreme court on elector's application. Upon
the application of any elector filed not later than 60 days after
final publication of the plan, the supreme court, in the exercise
of original jurisdiction, shall direct the secretary of state or the
commission to perform their duties, may review any final plan
adopted by the commission, and shall remand such plan to the
commission for further action if it fails to comply with the requirements of this constitution.
[Constitution of 1963, effective January 1, 1964.]
8.

MISSOURI
ARTICLE III
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
§2. Election of representatives - terms - apportionment.

Section 2. The house of representatives shall consist of members elected at each general election and apportioned in the following manner. The ratio of representation shall be the whole
number of the inhabitants of the state divided by the number
two hundred. Each county having one ratio, or less, shall elect
one representative; each county having two and a half times the
ratio shall elect two representatives; each county having four
times the ratio shall elect three representatives; each county having six times the ratio shall elect four representatives, and so on
above that number giving one additional member for every two
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and a half additional ratios. On the taking of each decennial
census of the United States, the secretary of state shall forthwith
certify to the county courts, and to the body authorized to establish election precincts in the city of St. Louis, the number of representatives to be elected in the respective counties.
[Source: Const. of 1875, Art. IV, §2.]
§3. Representative districts in larger counties.
Section 3. When any county is entitled to more than one representative, the county court, and in the city of St. Louis the
body authorized to establish election precincts, shall divide the
county into districts of contiguous territory, as compact and
nearly equal in population as may be, in each of which one representative shall be elected.
[Source: Const. of 1875, Art. IV, §3.]
7. Senatorial apportionment commission - number, method
of selection and compensation of members - duties of commission - effect of action and inaction.

Section 7. Within sixty days after this constitution takes
effect, and thereafter within sixty days after the population of
this state is reported to the President for each decennial census
of the United States, the state committee of each of the two political parties casting the highest vote for governor at the last
preceding election shall submit to the governor a list of ten persons, and within thirty days thereafter the governor shall appoint
a commission of ten members, five from each list, to reapportion
the thirty-four senators and the numbers of their districts among
the counties of the state. If either of the party committees fails
to submit a list within such time the governor shall appoint five
members of his own choice from the party of such committee.
Each member of the commission shall receive fifteen dollars a
day, but not more than one thousand dollars. The commission
shall reapportion the senators by dividing the population of the
state by the number thirty-four, and the population of no district
shall vary from the quotient by more than one-fourth thereof.
The commission shall file with the secretary of state a full statement of the numbers of the districts and the counties included
in the districts, and no statement shall be valid unless approved
by seven members. After the statement is filed senators shall be
elected according to such districts until a reapportionment is
made as herein provided, except that if the statement is not filed
within six months of the time fixed for the appointment of any
such commission it shall stand discharged and the senators to
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be elected at the next election shall be elected from the state at
large, following which a new commission shall be appointed in
like manner and with like effect. No such reapportionment shall
be subject to the referendum.
[Citizen and voter can invoke jurisdiction of courts under
declaratory judgment law to pass upon the validity of acts apportioning state into senatorial districts. Preisler v. Doherty, 864
Mo. 596, 263 S.W. (2d) 403 (1954).]
§8. Senatorial districts - division of counties.
Section 8. When any county is entitled to more than one
senator the county court, and in the city of St. Louis the
body authorized to establish election precincts, shall divide the
county into districts of contiguous territory, as compact and
nearly equal in population as may be, in each of which one senator shall be elected.
[Source: Const. of 1875, Art. IV, §6.]
9.

NORTH DAKOTA

ARTICLE II
THE LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
Section 35. Each senatorial district shall be represented in
the House of Representatives by at least one representative except that any senatorial district comprised of more than one
county shall be represented in the House of Representatives by
at least as many representatives as there are counties in such
senatorial district. In addition the Legislative Assembly shall, at
the first regular session after each federal decennial census, proceed to apportion the balance of the members of the House of
Representatives to be elected from the several senatorial districts,
within the limits prescribed by this Constitution, according to
the population of the several senatorial districts. If any Legislative Assembly whose duty it is to make an apportionment shall
fail to make the same as herein provided it shall be the duty of
the chief justice of the supreme court, attorney general, secretary
of state, and the majority and minority leaders of the House of
Representatives within ninety days after the adjournment of the
legislature to make such apportionment and when so made a
proclamation shall be issued by the chief justice announcing such
apportionment which shall have the same force and effect as
though made by the Legislative Assembly.
[Amendment: Art. 72, June 28, 1960 (S.L. 1959, ch. 438).]
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OHIO

ARTICLE XI: APPORTIONMENT
§10 Apportionment of representatives for ten years.
For the first ten years, after the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-one, the apportionment of representatives shall be
as provided in the schedule, and no change shall ever be made in
the principles of representation, as herein established, or, in the
senatorial districts, except as above provided. All territory, belonging to a county at the time of any apportionment, shall, as
to the right of representation and suffrage, remain an integral
part thereof, during the decennial period.
§11 When the governor, auditor, and secretary of state to
determine ratio of representation.
The governor, auditor, and secretary of state, or any two of
them, shall, at least six months prior to the October election, in
the year one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, and, at each
decennial period thereafter, ascertain and determine the ratio of
representation, according to the decennial census, the number of
representatives and senators each county or district shall be entitled to elect, and for what years within the next ensuing ten
years, and the governor shall cause the same to be published, in
such manner as shall be directed by law.
[Constitution of 1851.]
11.

OREGON

ARTICLE IV
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
Section 6. Apportionment of Senators and Representatives.
(1) The number of senators and representatives shall, at the session next following an enumeration of the inhabitants by the
United States government, be fixed by law and apportioned
among the several counties according to the population in each.
The ratio of senators and representatives, respectively, shall be
determined by dividing the total population of the state by the
number of senators and by the number of representatives. The
number of senators and representatives for each county or district
shall be determined by dividing the total population of such
county or district by such respective ratios; and when a fraction
exceeding one-half results from such division, such county or
district shall be entitled to a member for such fraction. In case
any county does not have the requisite population to entitle it
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to a member, then such county shall be attached to some adjoining county or counties for senatorial or representative purposes.
(2) (a) Original jurisdiction hereby is vested in the Supreme
Court upon the petition of any qualified elector of the state filed
with the Clerk of the Supreme Court prior to September 1 of the
year in which the Legislative Assembly enacts a reapportionment
measure, to review any measure so enacted.
(b) If the Supreme Court determines that the measure thus
reviewed complies with subsection (1) it shall dismiss the petition
by written opinion prior to October 1 of the same year and the
legislative enactment shall become operative upon the date of
the opinion.
(c) If the Supreme Court determines that the measure does
not comply with subsection (1) of this section, said measure shall
be null and void, and the Supreme Court shall direct the Secretary of State to draft a reapportionment of the senators and
representatives in compliance with subsection (1), and return
the draft to the Supreme Court by October 1 of the same year.
The Supreme Court shall review the draft thus returned to it and
if it be in compliance with subsection (1), shall file it with the
Governor prior to November 1 of the same year and it shall become law upon the date of filing.
(d) If the Supreme Court shall determine that the draft returned to it by the Secretary of State as provided in paragraph
(c) above does not comply with subsection (1) of this section,
the Supreme Court shall return it forthwith to the Secretary of
State accompanied by a written opinion specifying with particularity wherein the draft fails to comply with the requirements
of subsection (1) of this section. The opinion shall further direct
the Secretary of State to correct the draft in those particulars
and in no others, and file the corrected reapportionment with the
Governor prior to November 1 of the same year, and it shall become law upon the date of filing.
(3) (a) If the Legislative Assembly fails to enact any reapportionment measure by July 1 of the year of the session of the
Legislative Assembly next following an enumeration of the inhabitants by the United States Government, the Secretary of
State shall make a reapportionment of the senators and representatives in accordance with the provisions of subsection (1) of
this section. The reapportionment so made shall be filed with
the Governor by August 1 of the same year, and shall become
law upon the date of filing.
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(b) Original jurisdiction hereby is vested in the Supreme Court
upon the petition of any qualified elector of the state filed with
the Clerk of the Supreme Court prior to September 1 of the same
year to review any reapportionment so made by the Secretary of
State.
(c) If the Supreme Court determines that the reapportionment
law thus reviewed complies with subsection (1), it shall dismiss
the petition by written opinion prior to October 1 of the same
year and the reapportionment law shall become operative upon
the date of the opinion.
(d) If the Supreme Court determines that the reapportionment law thus reviewed as provided in paragraph (c) above does
not comply with subsection (1) of this section, said reapportionment law shall be null and void, and the Supreme Court shall
return it forthwith to the Secretary of State accompanied by a
written opinion specifying with particularity wherein the reapportionment fails to comply with subsection (1) of this section.
The opinion shall further direct the Secretary of State to correct
the reapportionment in those particulars, and in no others, and
file the corrected reapportionment with the Governor prior to
November 1 of the same year, and it shall become law upon the
date of filing.
[Amendment adopted Nov. 2, 1954.]
12.

SOUTH DAKOTA
ARTICLE III
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
Section 5. The legislature shall apportion its membership in
accordance with the last federal census prior to the legislative
session at which such apportionment shall be made. Such apportionment shall be made by the regular session of the legislature
in 1951 and every ten years thereafter and at no other time. If
any legislature whose duty it is to make an apportionment shall
fail to make the same as herein provided that it shall be the duty
of the governor, superintendent of public instruction, presiding
judge of the supreme court, attorney general and secretary of
state within thirty (30) days after the adjournment of the legislature to make such apportionment and when so made a proclamation is issued by the governor announcing such apportionment
the same shall have the same force and effect as though made
by the legislature.
[As amended Nov., 1948.]
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TEXAS

ARTICLE III
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT
§26. Apportionment of members of House of Representatives
Sec. 26. The members of the House of Representatives shall
be apportioned among the several counties, according to the
number of population in each, as nearly as may be, on a ratio
obtained by dividing the population of the State, as ascertained
by the most recent United States census, by the number of members of which the House is composed; provided, that whenever a
single county has a sufficient population to be entitled to a Representative, such county shall be formed into a separate Representative District, and when two or more counties are required
to make up the ratio of representation, such counties shall be
contiguous to each other; and when any one county has more
than sufficient population to be entitled to one or more representatives, such representative or representatives shall be apportioned to such county, and for any surplus of population it may
be joined in a Representative District with any other contiguous
county or counties.
§26a. Counties with more than seven representatives
Sec. 26a. Provided however, that no county shall be entitled
to or have under any apportionment more than seven (7) Representatives unless the population of such county shall exceed seven
hundred thousand (700,000) people as ascertained by the most
recent United States Census, in which event such county shall
be entitled to one additional Representative for each one hundred
thousand (100,000) population in excess of seven hundred thousand (700,000) population as shown by the latest United States
Census; nor shall any district be created which would permit any
county to have more than seven (7) Representatives except under
the conditions set forth above. Added November 3, 1936.
§27. Elections
Sec. 27. Elections for Senators and Representatives shall be
general throughout the State, and shall be regulated by law.
§28. Time for apportionment; apportionment by Legislative
Redistricting Board
Sec. 28. The Legislature shall, at its first regular session after
the publication of each United States decennial census, apportion
the state into senatorial and representative districts, agreeable to
the provisions of Sections 25, 26, and 26-a of this Article. In the
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event the Legislature shall at any such first regular session following the publication of a United States decennial census, fail
to make such apportionment, same shall be done by the Legislative Redistricting Board of Texas, which is hereby created, and
shall be composed of five (5) members, as follows: The Lieutenant Governor, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the
Attorney General, the Comptroller of Public Accounts and the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, a majority of whom
shall constitute a quorum. Said Board shall assemble in the City
of Austin within ninety (90) days after the final adjournment of
such regular session. The Board shall, within sixty (60) days after
assembling, apportion the state into senatorial and representative
districts, or into senatorial or representative districts, as the failure of action of such Legislature may make necessary. Such
apportionment shall be in writing and signed by three (3) or
more of the members of the Board duly acknowledged as the act
and deed of such Board, and, when so executed and filed with the
Secretary of State, shall have force and effect of law. Such apportionment shall become effective at the next succeeding state-wide
general election. The Supreme Court of Texas shall have jurisdiction to compel such Commission to perform its duties in accordance with the provisions of this section by writ of mandamus or
other extraordinary writs conformable to the usages of law.
The Legislature shall provide necessary funds for clerical and
technical aid and for other expenses incidental to the work of
the Board, and the Lieutenant Governor and the Speaker of the
House of Representatives shall be entitled to receive per diem
and travel expense during the Board's session in the same manner
and amount as they would receive while attending a special session of the Legislature. This amendment shall become effective
January 1, 1951. As amended November 2, 1948.
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